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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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General monthly meetings are held on the
FIRST Tuesday of every month at:
The West Adelaide Football Club,
57 Milner Rd, Richmond.

The Chrysler Car Club of South Australia
PO Box 240
Greenacres SA 5086
Membership $50 per year
– includes Club Registration and quarterly magazine

DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.
Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.
The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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G’day there.
Welcome to issue 40 of Torqueback – the Adelaide
Chrysler Festival’s Greatest Hits.
Now, viewers please do not be confused. There is
no need to adjust your television sets.
Yep, even though we just celebrated the 2021
Adelaide Chrysler Festival (and it was an
overwhelming success, not to mention a much
needed return to normality) spotlighting the
50th anniversary of the Valiant Charger and the
Australian Hemi, this is not the annual pictorial
Special issue which usually follows it. No...
As it turns out, the ACF Special will be the next issue,
issue 41 – probably coming out around June 2021
(I hope and expect) at the earliest.
So hang on then. Why is the sequencing out?
Well, with the disruption of the Covid pandemic –
plus a few other things which I had to prioritise for
brainspace since xmas 2019 over the new year –
first up, this magazine here is actually quite late,
sorry. It was actually meant to come out around
Februaryish this year – to cover the period from
about November 2020 to March 2021. D’oh!
But sometimes life gets in the way of things you’d
rather be doing, I’m afraid. And paid projects also
have to come first sometimes too.
In many ways this is actually a good hint of things
to come, as pretty soon Torqueback may not be
coming out as regularly as it has previously.
You see, I will probably be taking an extended
(and indefinite) hiatus from putting the magazine
together when I soon dive into my coffee-table
book The Lost Australian Chrysler. My history of
the VH, CH and VJ hardtop – which I have been
speculating upon and formulating for a number of
years now. I also have some other artistic pursuits I
am absolutely hanging out to undertake.

Visit meguiars.com.au

It’s time.
So, unless someone else out there wants to take
the reins for a while, I hope you’ll be patient with me
after forty issues of Torqueback since 2009. I think
I’ve earned it.
Righto, back to this issue. I called it “Greatest Hits”
as when I started it late last year I didn’t know if we
were going to have an All Chrysler Day in March
this year at all – as it turned out we did. So, I started
this as a stopgap. I thought I’d put together a
compilation album for the interim. A retrospective
of All Chrysler Day and the Mopar MegaCruise,
along with the more recent extension of them –
the Adelaide Chrysler Festival (including the other
events throughout the weekend such as the Lunch
Cruise and evening Meet N’ Greet on the Friday).
So this issue centres on some of the most
memorable (and IMHO ‘curious’ cars) we’ve seen on
show down through the years – as well as saluting
many of the incredible members and volunteers
behind the club, and therefore behind these events.
Some of my selections might be contentious but I’m
afraid I’m limited for page space (I can’t put every
car in) and I promise I really tried to be as objective
as I could (everybody can rest assured if I had my
way the magazine would be all hippos, hey).
I’ve already received some ‘feedback’ about my
selection for the cover. Well, the Scorpion still had
chrome bumpers and wore Chrysler badging.
Is it really all that different from a CM made by
Mitsubishi? Those are Mopar fender protectors,
and the girl in the back is wearing a Mopar jacket, so
I reckon the pic is all good! We should try to remind
people that our club is all-inclusive too. We may end
up seeing more of this late stuff in years to come
as the older stock becomes rarer and rarer. I love
history too – but it’s 2021, folks. Besides, it’s in the
club’s constitution – any car branded as a Chrysler.

Plus, it’s an awesome photograph by the very
talented Mary Heath who has always helped me
out for a long time.
Speaking of which, there’s a huge, long list (too
numerous for me to do them any justice here in my
editorial, anyway) of amazing photographers over
the page who, quite literally, make this magazine
possible. Most of them have websites or are on
social media, so please contact them if you see a
great photo of your car shot by any of them. Please
recognise their talent. My sincere gratitude to them.
So I hope this magazine will take you back. All the
way back to the club’s humble origins in 1977 –
31 official All Chrysler Days and 28 Megacruises
ago. Some past members are no longer with us
– choosing to drive a different car or do different
things elsewhere. Some have even shuffled off this
mortal coil altogether. While others have stayed on
to become life members – and part of the furniture.
This issue is to celebrate them ALL...
Cheers,
Dave H

Manny’s Galant, 1997
Way back in 1997, I celebrated my 30th – and to say it was enormous is an understatement. A stinking hot February day in an Adelaide summer could only get messy. Anyway, the best
thing about that epic weekend was the arrival of my old friend Greg Mann – who had been travelling around Australia like a gypsy in an old Galant. Carrying a box of odd paints he accrued
here and there, everywhere Manny went he would ask random people to paint whatever they wanted on the car. Literally combining his hippy backpacking jaunt with performance art!

3

When Greg came to my birthday bash where I once lived in Greenacres, he parked it on the lawn and invited everybody to paint something on it. Funnily enough, I just happened to have
some of SA’s best comic book talents there that day so we all went to town blazing it with The Phantom and Batman etc., amongst other graffiti. I don’t know where that car went or
ended up (it wasn’t long for this world) but it was certainly an event! My apologies to all the Galant folks – only today do I actually realise and appreciate how rare and valuable they are...
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a trailer on holidays. In 1971 he was able to go
onto the CAL executive fleet system and we had a
procession of Valiant Regal wagons from VH to VK
through the heydays of the 70s. I was one of five
kids, so dad would always order them with the dickie
seat in the middle of the buckets. That means that
there was three in the front, three in the back, and
one rolling around in the back of the wagon.

Believe it or not... but this would have to be the
first Torqueback magazine that we have produced
since I became president!
A world pandemic has slowed us down but it’s not
enough to kill our love of Chrysler.
Many of you I know well through my time as Vice
President, but for those that don’t get the opportunity to
come to club meetings or I haven’t had the opportunity
to get to know you, here is a little bit more about
myself. I was born in December 1963 and in January
1964 my father commenced work with Chrysler
Australia Ltd as a Mechanical Engineer. Dad grew
up on a farm in Dimboola, Victoria, in the Wimmera
district, where the tractor was a Massey Harris and
the truck, a Dodge. Dodge trucks and Valiant cars
were the accepted standard for the Ingleton family
purchased from Wilson Bolton in Horsham.
Dad bought an AP6 in Adelaide when they were
released, and a few years later bought the Wheels
car of the year, a VE Valiant Regal, with a 273 V8.
The Valiant was perfect for a large family towing

My mother’s side of the family was also involved
in cars with much of my childhood spent at my
grandfathers wrecking yard on weekends and
school holidays. I was dismantling motors by the
time I was ten. Dad bought mum a silver VH 770
charger with a three speed floor shift. He always
justified it by saying it was perfect if he ever needed
to do a quick trip to Dimboola. That was the car I did
my learners test in. The Motor Reg officer failed my
driving test twice – and I’m sure it was all based on
the car I was driving – as I was driving around the
farm as soon as my feet could touch the pedals.
Whilst dad got his university degree and was busy
designing Valiants, his brother remained on the
farm until he passed away about 88 years ago. Dad
inherited the farm and its contents including a D5N
tipper and a Stellar Blue VK Ranger. I would’ve
loved to have brought them all home to Adelaide,
but unfortunately the VK was the only one that made
it across the border. Dad was over 80 when the
Valiant came home and he was just pleased to have
it back here, but he was quite happy for me to take
ownership of it and restore it to its former glory.
Many of you have seen this car, and I have tried to
keep it as original as possible, giving it a closed door
respray and bolting on some W35 mags and a three
spoke steering wheel. At times I felt like dropping a
4 speed into it or bolting on some extractors, but out
of respect, I kept it in production line presentation.

The VK has done just over 200,000km and the
engine has never been touched. The Charger joined
the clan a few years back. A VH 770 just helped
reliving my childhood.
As soon as the VK arrived in my driveway, I searched
out a car club to join (like many of you) and here I
am a few short years later – here I am as President.
The club has provided me with the opportunity to
meet lots of new friends, all of who enjoy tinkering
with their cars, and whilst my life experiences were
mostly about Valiants, I have enjoyed learning more
about so many other different Chrysler vehicles.
I never would have expected to be holding the
position of President, but I am quite honoured to do
so. With it comes responsibility, but it also gives me
the opportunity to influence the direction of the club.
I am lucky enough to take the role after many of my
predecessors have done all the hard work of building
up the membership to around 350 people – and a
comforting bank balance of around $60,000.
It would be easy to take on this role and think that
my job was to increase membership numbers as
a measure of making things great. But I realise
that we have many members who don’t, or cant,
actively participate in the club. And rather than just
expanding the membership list, I would prefer to see
our gatherings becoming more desirable to existing
members with a lot more cars joining the cruises at
our club events. So the quality of events, our regular
meetings and the frequency of them, are all things
that I want to improve upon. So that more and more
of those non-participating members come out of the

woodwork and want to be active in our club family.

I have Chrysler in my blood and I hope that by the
time I have concluded my time as president, that
the Chrysler Car Club of SA continues to flourish.
– Andrew I

Steve de Wit’s Charger is finally on four wheels again, for the first time in around 10 years!
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maltese cross
VICE PRESIDEnT's report

So, here I am on a warm Saturday morning,
finding myself standing on top of the power
of having my own editorial to unleash on my
fellow Moparians, and it’s a good feeling!
Since it’s my first outing as VP in this fine
publication, I’ll use the opportunity as a bit of
an intro.
Of course, some of you may be familiar with
my musings from previous editions, where I’ve
interviewed a variety of car-loving-folks, and
spoken about some of my past travels, but
somehow this all feels more official!
Interestingly, it’s not my first foray in the written
word. As I used to be a stalwart of University
newspaper On Dit in the 90s, and then moved
on to bigger and brighter things with Rip It Up
Magazine... some of you may have even read
my work!
In any case, it’s great to be given the opportunity
to rant about whatever I like, knowing it’ll be
published without the drain of having a barrage
of online comments agreeing or disagreeing.
There’s something to be said of curated art!
Anyway, enough about me, let’s talk more
about… me!
For those who don’t know, I’m the eccentric long
haired, moustachioed guy who joined the CCCSA
with my desert orange Galant, a car my dad
bought new in 1975, and now have added a VF
770 and a CH CxC to my stable.
I’ve always been a car fan – my parents picked
up a sweet collection of Hot Wheels cars before
I was even born, and I’ve been playing with
spanners and sockets since I was able to pick
them up. I still relish my time getting out into the
shed at every opportunity. Mopars have been in
my family since before I was born too, not only
with my Galant, but my uncles and grandparents
having a variety including an S Series, AP5,
Centura, and even a Charger or two.

If only they’d kept some of those…
There’s been others too, including a healthy (?)
obsession with Mitsubishi V6s (it’s a Galant
thing…) and more recently Subarus. And I’ve
had the pleasure through my work of driving an
exceptionally high number of different cars (no,
I’m not a Jeremy Clarkson aide, but I do travel
lots for work, and get to hire a variety of cars).
I’m proud to say that I’ve also had the pleasure
of driving on a bunch of different tracks around
the world too, including Monaco, Le Mans,
Nurburgring, Hockenheim, Bonneville and
have visited Daytona and Charlotte too. And
of course, The Bend, most recently in my little
Galant for the opening day of our Adelaide
Chrysler Fest.
I really wanted to take the Gal up there, even
though it’s only a 4-cylinder and the baby of
my family, but with a stiff suspension, short
wheelbase, and tidy tune unleashing its 100HP
with only 900kg of weight, it’s a decent force on
the track and easily kept pace with Rick’s 300
SRT, and only had subtle threats from Marco’s
AP on the main straight. Loads of fun!
In fact, the whole weekend was spectacular. The
weather was on point, the events were loads of
fun, and all that pent up energy from limited car
events over the disaster of 2020 meant everyone
was out for a good time!
The MegaCruise was loads of fun, even if we
had to endure the afternoon heat of Tonsley’s
west carpark, but the cruise itself was awesome
through the hills and down to Northpark – where
it was great to see the car park full of fine
machines with the sun setting in the background.
The main day at Gaza was fantastic too, with
a simplified approach to the day taken by the
committee (for fear of needing to cancel at the last
minute, as we had to last year), resulting in a relaxed
and spectacular event. I scored a bargain on some
rubber seals for my VF, enjoyed a few brews in
the club house, and admired the best gathering of
mighty Chargers ever seen in Adelaide.

Kudos to the team for putting it all together!
Now, to see if we can top it off in Chugtober with
the celebration of Chargers planned…
And so here is where I may leave my musings for
this issue. There’s plenty to enjoy in this edition’s
retrospective, and there’ll be more to be said on
our sensational Festival in the next issue, so I’m
looking forward to that.
I’m also really looking forward to a continued
return to normal, though I say so with caution.
As I mentioned before, I travel a lot for work,
so am constantly dealing with an international
market, and the situation for our brothers and
sisters overseas is nothing short of dire.
A few car friends in the US have started enjoying
events again too, but it’s much less than what
we’ve been able to enjoy, and Europe has a big
dark cloud hanging still (and not just because it’s
still winter there).
It definitely helps me to appreciate what we have
here and relish the fact that I can take my mighty
Chrysler by Chrysler out every day.
But more on my eccentricities next time… until
then, keep it Mopar!
– Luke

A thorn with two roses...
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PARTS FOR SALE

mary heath
Producing a magazine is a huge and on-going team effort. Over the years, Torqueback has
been extremely fortunate to garner the gracious help and support of some really talented
creatives – including photographers, automotive artists, writers – and experts alike, from
within and without both the CCCSA itself and the Mopar community all around Oz.

S-Series doors, guards,
bonnet & boot
– Duncan Kaye
0418 902 855

For me, in particular, it’s the pics which can make or break any magazine...
One of the first photographers to ever generously offer their incredible art to this little car club
zine all those years ago is a classy lady by the name of Mary Heath. Mary is a very hip cat (with
an obvious flair for retro and punk cool) and a natural beauty (who does a bit of modelling
herself) so she obviously knows her aesthetics and style. But more importantly Ms Heath has
a wonderful eye for composition and an innate sense for capturing the lines of a classic car
with how the light plays on them.
Making part of her living doing wedding and portrait commissions, Mary has remained a
regular contributor to Torqueback since she started out – and her lightburns are always wellcrafted – and always quality. She commands my respect.
Today I’m glad to say that Mary Heath is my friend. I might be biased then, but
when I think of her photography in Torqueback I see her visions as not only
isolated captures of a time and place – say documenting an All Chrysler Day,
but also as accomplished pieces of fine art – celebrating the history and culture
of the cars we love and the people around them. Being a cool chick – who digs
Mopar herself (Mary has been restoring a Galant), she really understands
classic and custom cars, appreciating the scene we all orbit. And she’s able
to translate all that into an image, and consistently nail it – with skill and flair.
Her photos are powerful memory keys.
Photography has always been a huge role in Mary’s life and has been a strong
passion of hers for the past eleven or so years. Born and raised in Adelaide,
Mary photographs portraiture, events, landscapes, weddings and more.
She spends her weekdays in Early Childhood Education, but enjoys weekends
working away on her images. She says,“I enjoy watching people grow and
also love being in the great outdoors under the stars – making memories
with everyone I meet...”
Located in SA, Mary creates personalised quotes for anyone’s individual
needs. And you can always email her directly for a personalised quote.
Just one look at her website maryheathphoto.weebly.com will demonstrate
how varied and wide her explorations into photography are – but she has a
particular penchant for human subjects.
“I am a freelance and self taught photographer. It is so exciting to be able to
capture couples getting engaged, pregnancies, newborns, and families, and
the great outdoors. Australia is an amazing country. I can’t wait to meet you
and to work with you and your family!”
So what started out as a hobby has grown into a fully professional practice.

And her work has since been duly recognised.
After initially having one of her photographs published by Channel 10 as their
Weather Photo in 2015, she has now exhibited her work at the Port Adelaide
Canal Shopping Centre in 2015, the RAW Adelaide Expo in Novemeber
2017, and the Little Cafe on Churchill Photo Expo in 2018.

Set of 4 jelly bean mags
2 x 7” & 2 x 8”
$500
– Dete Sekulla
0408 812 555

Set of E49 air cleaners,
chrome,
new repro $500
– Richard Peak
0418 831 283

PARTS WANTED
CM Base model interior.
Also looking for spare wheel
for CM (cheap one)
– Suzannah
0421 899 704

VH/VJ/VK Bonnet
in good condition
– Rob
0438 725 701

CARS WANTED

VF/VG Bonnet
in good condition and VG grille
– Dennis Mitchell
0413 244 678

–

–

CARS FOR SALE

VH seat belt stalks
black or tan/brown
– Billy
0402 915 575

Please note:
At the May 2021 monthly meeting, the club membership voted to DISCONTINUE publishing the latest BUY, SELL & SWAP book entries in
Torqueback, due to social media replacing much of this function, resulting in a lack of participation. A reality also that most listings had typically
become out-of-date by the time each magazine was out anyway – making it redundant. Therefore, this will be the last installment of this feature
and will no longer appear from next issue. Thankyou.

After starting her working life as a hairdresser, in 2018 Mary began studying for
a Diploma in Childhood Education to continue on with her dayjob as an Early
Childhood Educator. These studies have affected her availability somewhat,
but her first passion is still photography and you can still book her to do a
shoot. You’ll just have to plan well ahead by giving her at least a month’s notice
of your inquiry – and there may be a lead time between three to eight weeks.
Hey, if you want somebody who’s good, find somebody who is busy.
Mary will go out on location witin the Adelaide metro area, where she can offer
a number of different packages. She also offers print services and extra images.
Her busiest work today is in wedding photography.
Mary offers full and half day services in spring, summer, autumn and
winter. And for her, photojournalling any matrimony event is “...more then
just photographs.” So, “I tailor itineraries to work with you. Each couple
is uniquely different, that’s why I have packages for those small intimate
weddings, or for larger families to come together and make a day of it.”
She elaborates, “Behind the scenes I always carry at least two cameras with
me. I run around like a crazy person, but behind the lens I can see the magic
unfold. Each wedding I never guarantee how many images you’ll receive
back, as it depends on the length yof time ou have hired me for, plus the
amount of guests, location, weather and time frame.”
You can tell she cares about her customer.
And she really cares about what she does.
“I keep wedding images for two years, after that they are deleted. It costs a
lot of money to be able to run my set up, to have multiple hard drives, then
along with storing them somewhere. I make sure all my clients are aware
of this and this is why I highly recommend purchasing a personalised
Photo Album...” – one of the more popular features she offers in several
of her packages.
As well as “..and having your images printed through my services. Digital
images do not last a lifetime, unlike film and negatives. We can only do our
best to preserve them, so don’t let your images just be another Facebook
status or on a USB collecting dust. Get them printed so they can be passed
down to your future family!”
Right on.

A.P.R. REMOVALS
A N D

S T O R A G E

Peter Karapetis
0417 819 451
AH (08) 8373 1388
Over 17 Years Experience
•Antiques and Storage A Specialty
•Houses •Flats •Units •Of fices •Schools

Sounds like a serious photographer. And I appreciate a serious artist...
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Sally Anne
Anne and
and Grant
Grant Bradford
Bradford
Sally
27B Edward
Edward Street
Street
27B
Langwarrin VIC
VIC 3910
3910
Langwarrin
M 0416
0416 100
100 643
643
M

PRICE ALEXANDER MOTORS
Phone: 08 8271 4330

Steve Manuel
Complete Engine Bay Restorations
Engine Overhauls
Brake, Steering and Suspension Specialist
Classic Car Specialist
(Including all make of Chryslers)

Extensive history of servicing and
mechanical repairs to Chrysler
valiant cars.
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455 Goodwood Road
Westbourne Park
South Australia 5041
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COMING EVENTS

Event					Date/Time				Location
Cruise to Gilberts Motor Museum			
Sunday May 16, 10:00 am				
Gilberts Motor Museum Strathalbyn,
										34-36 High St, Strathalbyn
Before the weather turns nasty and settles into winter, a cruise to Gilberts Motor Museum at Strathalbyn would settle the winter blues. We will meet at Chrome in the Valley…

Kernewek Lowender Cavalcade of Cars			

Sunday May 23, 8:00 am				

Wallaroo SA

This event is one of the biggest gatherings of classic vehicles outside the Bay to Birdwood Classic. all entry details can be found here - https://www.kernewek.org/classiccavalcadeofcars

CCCSA June 2020 Monthly Meeting			

Tuesday June 1, 7:30pm				

West Adelaide Football Club, Richmond

Monthly Meeting - come and join and chat to fellow Chrysler enthusiasts. Visitors welcome. Meetings are informal and friendly. Covid-19 pandemic restrictions currently apply

Please note:
At the May 2021 monthly meeting, the club membership voted to DISCONTINUE publishing the MOPAR CALENDAR in Torqueback, as the
information is now more readily available on the club’s website and Facebook page, as well as regular SMS bulletins. Therefore, this will be the
last installment of this feature and will no longer appear from next issue. Thankyou.

In 2019, she began offering what she calls Keepsake Memory Services – packages featuring self- and family portraiture. Her most popular commissons within
these offerings include maternity, newborn and indoor family portraits.
In particular, she concentrates on what she promotes as an ‘in home lifestyle family or newborn session’.
“The style of newborn and family photography that I specialise in is Lifestyle Sessions. Lifestyle photography is a kind of photography that mainly aims to
capture a portrait of people in situations, real-life events or milestones – in an artistic manner and the art of the everyday.”
“The primary goal is to tell stories about people’s lives or to inspire people in different times. Rather than very posed shots, I love to capture the relationship
between each other, parents and siblings.” That sounds very cool.
You really do have to be able to relate to your subject.
And she’s not precious about how she sets up her shoots either. She is quite candid about how she is more than willing to hear any ideas from her client and
work with them.“I am happy to incorporate any ideas you might have! Feel free to incorporate any special family quilts, heirlooms or baby blankets that
you would like to use in the photos.”
A good artist (which here means a good service) should contemplate and assimilate everything in and around the making of their art.
More along the lines of her own demographic, Mary also is renown for her engagement and couple portraits.
And with her special events packages, you can always choose your photography coverage.
“Some people want the moments full of anticipation, others are all about the party,
moments with friends and dancing the night away. Some people want it all! While
others are happy with just the intimate moments. During every consultation –
whether it be a baptism, first birthday, 21st or any other kind of celebration – I’ll
happily work you through the stages of your needs, and capture moments, working
within your budget.”
But what we revheads would probably most like to know about is all about her
automotive photography. Yes, Mary does what she terms Golden Hour shoots of
your car, within 50km of the CBD. All photographs will be provided to the client at
full resolution. Watermarked and un-watermarked images will be provided for online
or print use, along with colour and black and white images. All bookings must have a
deposit to secure booking. And prices are subject to change per client.
You can find Mary on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/maryheathphoto and
on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/maryheathphoto/
Drop her a line to get a quote on one of her awesome packages. Tell her the CCCSA
sent you...
Thanks Mary for all of your help and support with Torqueback over the years.
We love your photos!
– Dave H
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Experience the
Schinella Style of Service

from hoons to hIStorIc
The year is 1977. Tonsley Park and Lonsdale are in full flight, integral to the local community. Valiants of all kinds were as common
as SUVs are on our roads today – while Chargers and Sandmans would have been the ricers that younger folks aspire to drive now.
Everyone could afford gas for a V8, manuals were the standard tranny – cheaper than an ‘exotic’ automatic, custom lettering was
the fashion for licence plates, and it was long before random breath testing.

BUY | SELL | RENT

8294 4484

The teenage brothers Ross and Peter Williams, and
their good friend Steve Curtis, didn’t know it then but
undoubtedly would become the founders of the modern
CCCSA. Many of their mates all owned Chargers and
congregated at the Williams’ family home in Holden
Hill – to tinker in the shed and talk Mopar over a “few”
beers. Although Steve Curtis didn’t live there, he jokes
that he may as well have.
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Soon enough, the Williams’ residence becomes a
meeting place for Charger and Valiant ‘hoons’ from
all over Adelaide. Amazingly, Steve Curtis is still a
member of the club today.
In June 1977, shortly after Ross’ 18th birthday, Peter,
Ross and Steve form a club they formally name the
Charger Club. They elect Ronny Tapp as the first
president because he was supposedly “older and
more responsible”, well “at least enough to organise
cruises and meetings.” Steve took the dual role of
Treasurer/Secretary and there was no Vice President
as such – because there were not enough members to
require it at this stage.

Steve Curtis and Ross Williams

Peter Williams

Far from the family-friendly and politically correct ways of today, all being so young, the first Charger Club were quite rebellious hellraisers. Purportedly there
were lots of burnouts, lots of drinking and they didn’t mind the odd fight. They drove hard and partied even harder.
By 1978 the club was beginning to evolve into much more of a formal and organised group – enjoying cruises to Monash and Barmera. Early members
included Brett Staker, Tony Hannam, Tony Giles, Ian Fowles, Robert Baskerfield, Dave Hockley, Errol Hockley, Burke Uecker and Robert Tebeck.
At one stage in the early club there were two silver R/Ts, a Hemi orange big tank E38, a blond olive E38, a hot mustard E49, a red E55, a yellow E48 and
an ex-police pursuit Charger painted black. Steve summarised, “And the rest were a mixture of all sorts. So you can see why we named it the Charger Car
Club to start with.”
Wayne and Ian Whitmarsh, while not actually the true founders of the
club from day one – probably have become so spiritually. As in 1980 it
was they who instigated the evolution of the Charger Club into becoming
the Chrysler Modified Vehicles club.
No-one recalls exactly when the Williams brothers first met the Whitmarsh
brothers, but the association was probably first made through dad Reg
Whitmarsh (who would later become a stalwart of the CCCSA too) from
the days when both sets of boys went to the same boy scouts.
Peter, Wayne, Tony Giles, and some others started going camping
together to places like Cobdogla. Wayne drove an AP6 while Ian and
Tony owned Chargers. At the end of 1979, the popular Whitmarsh
brothers had officially joined – and the club started to regularly go off on
camping cruises to places like Kingston Flat. Apparently they were epic
weekends away!

976 South Rd
Edwardstown
08 8297 6055
www.bridgestoneselect.com.au

Wayne Whitmarsh

Ian Whitmarsh

In 1980, Peter Williams introduced Roy Houweling to the club. Roy was still in
highschool, and remembers first going to a mini show n’shine at the old Scout
Hall behind the Gilles Plains Shopping Centre where there were 20 or so cars.
Roy vividly remembers a bloke with an amazing black 360 powered ’67
Charger at this show – which later turned out to belong to Adrian Cornish. Roy
continues “I remember going on a run to Birdwood Oval and there were a lot of
cars there – probably went one third around the oval parked side to side.” Alan
Songer was the earliest committee person that he remembers at the meetings
at Gilles Plains.
At that same ‘open day’ at Gilles Plains High School, an early member by the
name of Colin Francis first invited his friend Louise Boden (later McCauley)
along. While many members had wives and girlfriends who used to come along
to club functions, Louise would eventually become the club’s first female member.
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About to set off to Monash from Tea Tree Plaza, 1980

9

On the road to Barmera 1980

Alan Songer, 1980

Adrian Cornish

Louise McCauley with daughter Sharon-Marie sitting on her VG hardtop, 1985.

Roy Houweling, 2017

Wayne Whitmarsh had to cut his presidency short when he left Adelaide in late 1981, but his brother Ian took over the reigns from 1982. Don Acland replaced
Alan Songer as secretary/treasurer during the swapover. Roy Bussey first joined the CMV in 1983 when they were still meeting at the scout hall at Giles
Plains opposite the Holden Hill police station. In early 1983 the CMV held probably its first bigger scale Chrysler show at Camden Park, although it wasn’t an
official All Chrysler Day. Reportedly there were two 6-pack 340 Chargers from the factory there. Colin Francis recalled meeting Shane Drury at the CMV
with his Chrysler drag car there.
Don Acland recalls that there was a successful film night after the Camden show, and the club held a lottery
throughout the year where First Prize was a “year’s supply of beer” which was actually a trailer load of 365
stubbies he had to store at his flat. Very challenging, when you live in a flat with two other young bachelors. Around
the time of his 21st, Don even painted the door of his flat with the CMV logo.
And he had to ward off mates like other notable members including Brian Deeks and Geoff Moller. ‘Flagon Geoff’
was quite a character and owned a mint VH Pacer. Brian owned Southern Exhausts down at Lonsdale and with
his mate Mike Kemry converted a Charger into a ute. Mike was a very creative engineer who did lots of oddball
builds, including a 4WD convertible VG coupe. Brian’s distinctive Charger ‘pickup’ was powered by a worked 273
with a trick trans kit, and according to Derek Hobbs went like a shower of the proverbial. Ian’s shooting mate
Archie Cowie was also around, with several folks describing him as “a wild man”.
Jay Young also remembers going to some meetings at this time, and corroborates the names Flagon Geoff
and Adrian Cornish. “I have some photos of a Chrysler show at Camden park around 1984ish…” recalling in
particular as a standout “a black 440 powered Dodge (of Adrian Cornish).”

“It’s what’s on the inside that counts”
CHrYsLer speCIaLIsts
Don Acland, 2018
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The CMV out to dinner at the Hotel Enfield, circa 1982. Backrow; Wayne Whitmarsh far left, Steve Curtis second from left, Ian Whitmarsh third from left with Archie Cowie (in a headlock), fifth from left: Ross
Williams looking left, Clive Wilson in the check shirt, Allen Reid in shirt and jacket third from right. Frontrow; Barbara Whitmarsh first far left, Alan Songer, thirdfrom left Sue Gallas, fourth from left Sonya Williams,
Peter Williams with his arm up (Clive’s hand on his shoulder) and a Graham ? second from right.
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lockdown alternatives
lego wrx

allevIatIng revhead boredom
No driving? No problem.
Photographer and Audi fan Dominic Fraser has used his time off the road to recreate classic Quattro rally moments, brick by
brick, using Lego.
See more at: www.instagram.com/_fraser73.

Brian Deeks

Shane Drury
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Roy Bussey

11

In early 1984 Ian Whitmarsh followed his brother up country and left the club
– and as Roy Bussey says, “…when the Whitmarshes left to go up north,
half the club went with them.” There was a new president elected at the
1984 AGM named Peter Fields who worked at the Cathedral Hotel in North
Adelaide, which led to meetings being held there. And although central to most
members, the club’s numbers soon dropped off because it was difficult to find
a park. The CMV tried a couple of other pubs including the Tonsley Hotel (as
many members worked at CAL next door) where the famous Chrysler Bar is
now, before the club eventually settled on regularly meeting at the Queens
Arms Hotel in 1985.
By 1986 the club had begun to flounder somewhat, dwindling to about 90
members. Alan Songer took over the reigns of a shaky organisation while
Adrian Cornish became the new secretary/treasurer. Adrian was a popular
bloke who operated a wreckers at Gawler and was well known for his big block
Charger – and apparently an impressive collection of other muscle cars in his
shed too. Sadly, he passed away in 2014.
At the July 1986 AGM, Roy Bussey became president – the last time the club
was to meet at the Cathedral Hotel. “Shortly after I had taken over, I had to
find a new venue. As we had arrived at the Cathedral Hotel for our meeting
only to find it had been closed for not paying it’s taxes.” Roy adds, “So we
took our meeting up the road to the Queens Arms.” According to the first club
magazine which started in 1986, the meeting place finally settled upon was
the Prince Albert Hotel in Wright Street, where we stayed until we moved
to the Gleneagles Rugby Club rooms. In the second issue of the newsletter
(not yet called Torqueback) there is an article by Steve Fraser entitled
Chrysler Mallala Day 1986, in which he gives an account of a time trials day
at Mallala that November, featuring the times of everyone who took part in it.
Roy Houweling recounts, “Somewhere in there, no later than 1987, we hired
Mallala for a time trial day. It was great! We had a ball. This was the days
before insurances went crazy. I reckon it cost the club $200 for the day and I
had to go get the keys from Clem Smith.”
1987 was a landmark year for the very first All Chrysler Day, along with the
emergence of Roy Bussey in the club’s executive and the arrival of Adrian
Cummings. An expanded new-look committee took over the CMV which

John Koznedelev, 2016

Adrian Cummings, 2014

officially renamed itself the Chrysler Car Club (however note: not Chrysler Car
Club of SA). The ‘first’ All Chrysler Day at Daws Road High School in 1987 was
organised by Shane and Jan O’Hara of Nationwide Performance. In fact, the
first few shows (although not officially an All Chrysler Day by the club) were
actually organised by the O’Haras through the club as a commercial PR venture.
John Koznedelev first joined up this year. And the club began a close
association with SMASA – having a delegate there to arrange dual membership
packages (that made it cheaper to be in the Chrysler Car Club) which seemed
to have enticed folks back to our club. Shaun Dew and Horrie Gretch were
our first delegates, when Andrew and Jason Maros joined the club. Roy
Houweling elaborates “I know there was a couple of years when we were in the
Queens Arms that Andrew Maros, Jason Maros, Steve Brough and co came
along.” Andrew said of those days, “...back then it was all about drag racing –
and members like Shane O’Hara and Janine Robertson (his future wife) were
behind the club”, as Shane had taken over as the Adelaide agent for Direct
Connection, before later going out on his own as Nationwide Performance.
Andrew continues. “A few of us were also tied up with the Monaro Club and
there was some crazy shit that went on.”
After a few years as remote member in New Zealand, Colin Fawke moved
to Adelaide in 1988 and started attending meetings in person. His daughter
Kirstin MacDonald (nee Fawke) also came along with him, although she
wouldn’t officially join until 1990 – and didn’t get her licence until 1993. Once
again Nationwide Performance funded the ‘second’ All Chrysler Day at Daws
Road High School in 1988 through the club. This year many members also
attended SMASA’s South Oz Show N Shine, which became the Hot Adelaide
shows. A strong sports and drag-racing persuasion continued to dominate the
club during these years.
While technically 1987 was the year of the ‘first’ and 1988 the ‘second’ of the
unofficial All Chrysler Days, it appears there were some years before (1981,
1982, 1984, 1985) and after (1989) when there was no All Chrysler Day
(official or unofficial) at all. This also makes sense as the Hot Adelaide shows –
curated by a growing SMASA – turned out to be giant shows which completely
monopolised the entire scene in SA during this era. And as a membership we
were more preoccupied with our involvement in those.

Andrew Maros continues his passion for Mopar motorsport today.

Kirstin McDonald

The Chrysler Coupe Club was founded in 1989 by Kym and Sophie Hanniford with Cathy Groot (nee Kotka), because they envisioned a club exclusively for
coupes and hardtops (and of course our club by this time had become for everything). Shane O’Hara’s black CH hardtop would cause a sensation at Hot Adelaide
back in the day, packed with a 340, two 4 BBLs and an impeccable crushed velour interior. It was actually his new wife Janine’s car, a present. Along with Kym
Hanniford’s well known dark brown Chrysler by Chrysler with a cream roof and coachlines. Apparently there was no All Chrysler Day in 1989, but late in the year the
South Oz Show N’Shine was attended by the CCC and Coupe clubs in a combined display.
Kym Hanniford also instigated a new version of a Charger club, the Charger Club of SA (1990- 2001) as “he was sick of Charger owners wanting to join the Coupe
club.” Colin and Kirstin attended the first meeting that Kym held to discuss the creation of this club and to see how much interest there was. This new Charger Club will
eventually boom temporarily, particularly during the presidency of Barry Geue – who would later leave our club to do so, but rejoin the new CCCSA later afterwards.
Sadly, in 1990 Wayne Whitmarsh passed away far too soon after a tragic farming accident.
As we can deduce from later posters, the “first” official All Chrysler Day (ACD1) would not
actually happen until Easter 1990 at Daws Road High School, Pasadena – however still
funded by Nationwide Performance. A “second” All Chrysler Day (ACD 2) would also be
presented by the O’Haras at Daws Road again at Easter the following year in 1991. And while
eventually it did go ahead, persistent murmurs that Hot Adelaide 2 might not be happening
in 1992 prompted the O’Haras as a safeguard to join forces again with the club to put on a
“third” All Chrysler Day (ACD3) at Pasadena over Easter 1992. Come 1993 and the CCCSA
continued to attend SMASA’s Hot Adelaide 3 in January with a club display – but this would
be for the last time. Minutes during this time continue to repeatedly infer the club’s ambitions
to host a show of its own.

Cathy Groot, and Dani Meter, 2019

12

Andy Radloff, 2016

Soon after in 1993 the “fourth” All Chrysler Day (ACD 4) was held once again at Daws Road
High School – the last show to be produced by the O’Haras. The Coupe Club and the Charger
Club attended the show – and ever since we have continued to event it ourselves from this
year. As in late 1993, the CCCSA took over all the organisation of ACD because the O’Haras
were pulling out and didn’t want to organise them anymore.
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doubletake

all the rIght REasons cruIse

sunday november 8, 2o2o
At ACF 2020, the CCCSA had intended to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the release of the Australian HEMI SIX motor and
the Pacer models (starring the face of Sir Stirling Moss) it would first be revealed in – themed All The Right Reasons, after the
legendary advertising campaign. Until the Covid-19 pandemic put the kibosh on everything.
Then, not long after when the show was meant to be, the world heard of the sudden passing of the great man – who always held a
soft spot for little old Adelaide and its Valiants, too.
So as soon as the faintest hint of any normality started to creep back in to life,
Jason Rowley decided to organise a Claytons event. A run he once again coined
For All the Right Reasons – from Tonsley, past Lonsdale down to the Southern
beaches where Stirling had once filmed all the Pacer and Hemi Six PR.
Sure it was never going to be a full-blown show like we had counted upon, but
it did signify our first return to some normality following a time of lockdowns,
quarantines and employment impacts.
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So the club organised a meet at Tonsley on the morning of a sunny November
Sunday, departing for a late lunch at the Deep Blue Café at Moana. Of course
we still had to observe all the Covid-19 hygiene and spacing recommendations.
But, although we only had 50 seats available for a preordered lunch, the turnout
of nearly a hundred odd cars was huge, considering.
Car shows were finally back at last!

Miss Chrysler on Rustin Chivell’s VC, All Chrysler Day 1991

– Damian
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Meanwhile the first “Chrysler Super Cruise” was held by the CCCSA, inviting all of the Chrysler car clubs in Adelaide, on a Saturday night from Kmart Anzac
Highway finishing at Henley Pizza Hut. This is arguably a precursor to the first Mopar MegaCruise as we now know it.

sea and vines

horndale wInery

sunday november 8, 2o2o
As the world began to take its first few tentative steps out into the world again, last November the club went for a cruise through
the Adelaide Hills to Horndale Winery and Distillery at Reynella. The weather was a little overcast but the sun managed to shine
through to make for a beautiful day.
A special thankyou to Phil our host at the winery for a fantastic lunch and to Duncan Kaye for our complimentary dessert. As well
as the free raffle that saw five lucky people go away with some lovely Hordale Tawny Ports. A special thankyou to all that came
and to new members who relsihed enjoying a cruise (and social side of the club) again.
– Damian

Peter Diamantikou said of Shane O’Hara’s famous black CH hardtop custom – “this was considered the best ever done hardtop of its time, possibly the best Valiant in the mid 80’s”. It certainly blew the editor’s
mind when he first saw it at Hot Adelaide in 1989 – inspiring his passion for hardtops. This iconic car is now owned by Shane Sullivan and resides in New Zealand.

By June 1994 the “Chrysler Car Club” had officially added the suffix “..of
SA” to its name. The modern Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or
CCCSA is born. The new CCCSA finally held it’s first truly own show, the
“fifth” All Chrysler Day at Camden Park in 1994. The R & S Series Valiant
Club first entered a club display. This was the notorious year the temporary
fences disappeared overnight (somebody stole them all) which is why the
show was moved to Gleneagles in the next year.
In 1995 we moved ACD from Camden to Gleneagles Reserve for the
“sixth” All Chrysler Day, although our second solo dig didn’t get off to
a good start either, as we were padlocked out of the venue first thing
in the morning.
Club icon and good bloke Craig “Froggy” Goulding joined the club. Also
shortly after the AGM, Andrew Kloot first came along to the CCCSA.

Froggy Golding, 2012

Andrew Kloot, 2018

Jason Rowley, 2019

For 1996, All Chrysler Day continued at Gleneagles while the Charger Club of SA also organised the Valiant Charger 25th Anniversary show in 1996 there although it really taxed the Charger club. Club stalwart Jason Rowley joined the CCCSA and we’ve been lucky to have him so prominent in the club ever since.
Once a bigger club than the CCCSA in the mid 1990s, things were lagging for the Charger Club of SA. In an effort to revive their following, they start doing more
combined runs with us in 1997. At the same time, the CCCSA end the dual membership arrangement with SMASA.
Now firmly established at Gleneagles, around this time All Chrysler Day emerges as the premier Mopar event of the year with the much-respected SA chapter
of the Chrysler Restorers attending. Life member couple Chris and Dianne Hastwell joined the club in March. Where would we be today without them? Ian
Mugford takes up the club newsletter which is first coined Torqueback and the great man Charles Lee joins the club. Father of Wayne and Ian, Reg Whitmarsh
completes the full circle by assuming the presidency of the car club his kids virtually built. In 1998 All Chrysler Day continued at Gleneagles, while things were
looking really bleak for the Charger and the Coupe clubs. Many of our members were associated with and involved with both these fellow clubs.

BAROSSA
BAROSSA VALLEY
VALLEY
Di and Chris Hastwell, 2019

Charles Lee, 2018

Steve deWit, 2013

John Eckermann (right) meets Leo Geoghegan (left), 2011

The first edition of Torqueback came out in January 1998. Future life member
Steve deWit joins. The Western Districts Rugby Club (our landlords at
Gleneagles) formally complain about club members doing burnouts at Gleneagles
Reserve. The club begins a long saga of investigation and posturing for qualifying
to offer the Historic Registration scheme to our members. This will turn out to be
an attractive incentive to folks in other ailing Chrysler clubs around us. Quite a
contrast to ten years earlier when the club had nearly wound up. Good bloke John
Eckermann joins in late 1999.
While fellow clubs are struggling to keep afloat around us, our show has now
gained great prestige and begins awarding much-coveted trophies. George Kollis
and his legendary white VF hardtop is the first entrant ever voted as Best of Show
– although the nature of trophy competition will change and evolve throughout the
life of the event. The Chrysler Coupe Club finally folds in 2000. With the demise of
that club, many of the hardtoppers gravitated to the CCCSA.
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Arguably one of the finest of its kind, George Kollis’ VF hardtop would win numerous trophies at All
Chrysler Day throughout the 1990s and 2000s. And it would make history as the CCCSA’s first ever
Best of Show – not once, but twice!
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neighbourhood watch

cmccsa- smasa combIned cruIse

saturday november 14, 2o2o

Greg Helbig, 2016

Richard Peake, 2017

Dave Whelan

Damian Tripodi

Iain Carlin

Andrew (Jaf) Staples

In November, the club purchases a project car, a white VC sedan – which is stored at Colin Fawkes’ place at Mitchell Park. Members are invited over on Sunday
afternoons to work on it. With the new millenium, Greg Helbig joins our growing little club. Smart Road Wreckers is the first local revhead business to officially
advertise in Torqueback. Future president and stalwart Iain Carlin joined the club in December 2000. In February 2001 the CCCSA finally vote in Historic Registration
and our first historic registrar is Dave Whelan – and our first historic registration of course was his ‘68 Phoenix. Sadly, Dave would pass away in 2018.
Perhaps proving potentially divisive a project, in December 2000 the club reluctantly sell the VC for $1500, after quite some agony looking for a suitable buyer. The
Charger Club finally fails and is wound up in 2001. After the fold, many of the Charger folks cross over to the CCCSA – and we gain quality people such as Richard
Peak to successfully hold a twelfth All Chrysler Day at Gleneagles.
For the first time this year the club undertakes a more deliberated campaign of promotion
and a much more concerted approach to publicising All Chrysler Day, beginning with what is
now a regular tradition – an official poster for print. All Chrysler Day at Gleneagles is themed
30 Years of the Charger and Dave Pollard takes out the best of show with his orange R/T
VH Charger. Another icon of the modern CCCSA – future Life Member Damian Tripodi,
takes out his first subscription at the end of 2001.
In 2003, All Chrysler Day 13 has a spotlight on the 40th Anniversary of CAL and for the
first time, the cruise which acts as a precursor to the main show day on Sunday is formally
named and advertised as the All Chrysler Day Mopar MegaCruise. The shape of things to
come. Plus all round good guy Paul Cronin joins the club. In this same year, the extremely
well-connected and informed Jaf becomes our Events Coordinator for the next few years.
Cathy Groot also finally joined the CCCSA proper.

Dave Pollard’s award-winning VH R/T E38 in 2001

so long old frIend
Vale IAN TRAEGER
It is with great sadness that the CCCSA announce the
passing of Ian Traeger.
A longtime member of the club, Ian was a Valiant man
through and through (as well as a diehard Carlton Blues
fan) – and a regular on the ACF committee.
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This year he actually was our contact for former CAL
engineer Paul Cain, a guest speaker at this year’s ACF
Meet and Greet – so a minute’s silence was observed
at the Friday night event. A 30 second engine-roar was
also celebrated at the beginning of this year’s Mopar
MegaCruise, led by close friend Cathy Groot in Ian’s car.
Andrew Ingleton remarked at the March monthly meeting
how he recently saw Ian at Coffee ‘N Chrome – where
he was determined ‘not to miss out on another Mopar
fix’ – even if it meant he had to be pushed around in a
wheelchair. The president advised the members that Ian
was in good spirits and looked well.
Sadly, on the night of March 8, he passed away at
Flinders Medical Centre. Ian’s partner Debbie said he
went peacefully around 11pm with his sister attending,
and that his family had been there during the afternoon.
Cathy revealed the sad news to the Chrysler community on social media the next morning:
“ Sadly, the Chrysler Community lost one of its own last night... He will be hugely missed by his children, his family, his ex wife, all his
friends, and myself. We are all shattered at his passing from cancer. Ian we all love you and will desperately miss you. Riding your VF through
Mopar heaven with the angels now. Rest in peace, babe. Mopar or No Car.”
Jason Rowley also declared “I hope Ian is now driving that VF V8 like he stole it.” We all know he is!
Our sincere condolences to Ian’s family and friends. The CCCSA will make a donation to the Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer and a special
one-off memorial trophy for the best VF was awarded to Steve of Mt Gambier at All Chrysler Day this year – in his memory. Rest in peace, mate.
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the modern era
2oo4 -

the adelaIde Chrysler festIVAl, amen...
Technically, the first All Chrysler Day was held at Camden Park in 1987. But it has since been discovered however that All Chrysler Day
did not formally become an official annual event, organised by the club proper, until 1990.
The Williams boys would have never even imagined it in their wildest dreams, but the Adelaide Chrysler Festival is arguably now one
of the pre-eminent Mopar events in the southern hemisphere – if not the world. What was once that little club of Charger hoons at
Holden Hill now boasts members in the USA, Scandanavia and Asia – as well as right around Australia and New Zealand. Our website,
Facebook page and magazine are regularly viewed by people everywhere in the Mopar universe, all over the planet.
We’ve come a long way from parking a few musclecars at a scout hall. Many interstate visitors now consider the SA All Chrysler Day as
one of the ‘big four’ shows in the country; along with Chryslers on the Murray at Albury, Chryslers by the Bay at Geelong, and Mopar
Sunday in Brisbane. Each unique events with their very own character, all of these shows usually tend to fall around the same time
of year – so many Mopar enthusiasts embark on great pilgrimages in an effort to combine the biggest shows into one great roadtrip.
And while Albury will always be Australia’s ‘Carlisle’ – there is just no comparison, we’d never get a thousand cars in the one place –
probably what the ACF does have over other events is all the mighty history. Adelaide is the birthplace of the Valiant and spiritual home
of Chrysler down under. We have Tonsley Park, Lonsdale, Mile End, Keswick and Finsbury. Not to mention all the original TJ Richards’
and Holden’s Dodge sites in close proximity throughout the city. And as Chrysler tourists, many of our visitors just love to set up base
at the Tonsley Hotel; where they can enjoy a few pints of Coopers at the famous Chrysler Bar – once frequented by the employees who
actually built their cars, right there at the joint next door. The pentastar is, and always was, deep in croweater culture.
So what started as a simple show n’ shine in All Chrysler Day and a casual drive of like-minded souls in the Mopar Megacruise, has now
evolved into an entire weekend of events. The long weekend now encompasses a Friday too – including barbies at the National Motor
Muesum, bus tours of all the historic sites and hot laps around the Bend or Mallala circuits, as well as a Meet ‘N Greet on the preceding
Friday night at the pub featuring guest speakers from the Chrysler community or CAL itself.
Inspired by the natural tradition of the Megacruise and its consistent attendance as a success, a change in philosophy by the club’s
executive towards the organisation of our annual meet in recent years has led to showday now morphing into more of an open day
model – rather than a competitive judged carshow with paid admission in the traditional sense. And while initially there were some
reservations about this new direction and attitude, it’s now pretty clear (especially in this age of Covid-19) that the club probably made
the right decisions at the right time, to remain flexible and sturdy in an otherwise increasingly challenged societal landscape.
The club also lost
another distinguished
member in Ben Martin
when unfortunately he
failed to recover from
heart surgery.

In 2004 we elected to move ACD 15 from Gleneagles to Patterson Reserve
at Felixstow. The theme chosen was All American Muscle and it proved to
be a landmark show. Our most successful in a number of respects for many
years. As the internet expanded into everyone’s life, Rob McCulloch created
the CCCSA’s first website.
In the following year the club was forced to take the show back to Gleneagles at
the last minute, much to the chagrin of the community who loved the previous
change-up at Payneham. The baseball club rescheduled their season’s games
on us and we suddenly were forced to go elsewhere. The theme chosen was
stripes and the event starred an immaculate Super Bee and a very audible S
series pro-stocker.
The seventeenth All Chrysler Day, with a spotlight on the VC Valiant, was again
held at Gleneagles in 2006 – although the club had started losing patience with
the landlords. Paul Cronin released the first of a series of All Chrysler Day
videos which were a fantastic success – and he became so accomplished that
he now works in multimedia for prestigious Street Machine magazine. Andrew
Radloff began an unexpected long tenure of eight years as head honcho.
With 2007, the CCCSA found a new space to assemble at the Model T Ford
clubrooms on Port Road at Croydon, where we’d been meeting and holding
our Historic Registartion Days until the new century. We also decided to move
house with our show too, and after an exhaustive quest for another suitable
venue we settled on the oval at Lockleys Primary School. The switch created
one of the biggest shows to date, the 2007 hardtops spotlight.
Things then went from strength to strength in 2008, with ACD 19 at Lockleys
themed as R/T Pacers and Chargers. In 2008 the CCCSA finally set up a new
reinvigorated website – a major improvement – with great success.
Our annual show in 2009 themed Commercials gave us our best crowd
attendance since Payneham. With 1,916 spectators walking through the gates,
the figure of 238 entries on the day was the most cars ever entered in the show,
and 235 cars would set the record for the most cars on the MegaCruise also.
Sadly, in May, one of the youngest members of the club, Jarrod Biagi was
fatally injured in a car accident just east of Lyndoch on the Barossa Valley Way.
Jarrod had been a member of the Chrysler Car Club for about three years,
having just turned nineteen.
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He and wife Jeanette
had been popular
members of the club
since February 2007.
Jarrod Biagi

Ben Martin

Meanwhile Adriana Kloss and Dave Heinrich took over the club magazine
Torqueback after Damian Tripodi’s outstanding ten year watch. And this is
how it has come to be what you are reading today.
The club remained steady for 2010. All Chrysler Day rolled on with the theme of
40 years of the VG Pacer and John Eckermann’s old ‘swiss-cheesed’ ute was
an absolute standout in a day of rumbling turtle wax.
The halfway stop of the famous Mopar MegaCruise of 2010 – with nearly
200 cars out – transformed the ghost town of Scotland Road back to its Mopar
heyday. Participants on the cruise arriving late found it hard to find a park,
but nobody minded – as the sight west towards South Road opened up like
a guard of honour. As drivers put their lights on into the setting sun, it was a
simply amazing vision nobody will ever forget. Folks still rave about it today,
more than a decade on. And being the first cruise around all of CAL’s historic
sites, designed by Damian Tripodi, it was an overwhelming success that
(for one year anyway) almost overshadowed the show! Most folks believe it
was this particular MegaCruise that really placed the drive on everybody’s
consciousness – marking it as famous as ACD itself, and now of course integral
to the entire weekend’s festivities. Sadly that year, the great Reg Whitmarsh
passed away.

JJEM Finance Solutions

The club celebrated 40 years of the VH and CH at the 2011 ACD. There were
some changes to the executive however with Kirstin, Cathy and Roy finally
pulling the pin. The club thanked them all for their incredible dedication over a
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long, long innings. The girls had to attend to personal matters while Roy had
to start working later and could no longer attend meetings. Not that they hadn’t
earned a rest!
In May, the club was rocked by the distressing news that Jason Rowley
had been involved in a tragic accident while competing in the Adelaide Hills
Tarmac Rally, as navigator for Slovakian driver Milan Filo. Both men were
rushed to emergency at Flinders Medical Centre for life-saving surgery after
their Porsche 911 hit a tree near Port Elliott. Fortunately Jason pulled through
following a long rehabilitation, but sadly his old friend and former European
champion Milan never emerged from his coma.
By 2012 it was becoming more and more obvious that we were outgrowing
Lockleys as a venue for All Chrysler Day. Each successive show in recent
years had continued to get bigger and bigger – so we had to find another place
where we could expand. The club struggled to nail a succinct theme for our big
show n’shine for 2012, but eventually settled on Fins Chrome Muscle - Where
were you in 62 which essentially celebrated the 1962 anniversary of the first
Chryslers actually made here in Oz. Then one day, after years of wandering
around not-so-ideal venues, the search (and subsequent frustrations) for a
proper home for our annual show n’shine were finally over. The 2012 shift
to Urrbrae Agricultural High School for All Chrysler Day, albeit with some
teething problems, turned out to be a masterstroke.
While the Saturday was stinking hot, Mother Nature cut us a break on Sunday
for the show and brought a cool change in by lunchtime. We also had plenty of
warning to wind things up a little earlier to avoid some relieving rainstorms later
in the afternoon. Crowd numbers seemed a little down (although it was hard
to tell with a new and bigger venue) while entry numbers were about the same
as the previous year. A few local regulars didn’t show (most likely due to the
heat), however that was nicely balanced back out by a continuously increasing
number of interstate guests every year.
ACD 23 continued at Urrbrae themed the 50th anniversary of Tonsley Park
which boasted a fascinating display of memorabilia and history as Adelaide
saw Tonsley closing at last. Although still a solid show on paper, punters and
entries were down. It was a tough show this one – as VP Hugh Mortimer
described, “given the conditions – heat and humidity that would have done a
boiler room proud…” The club began seriously questioning the timing of the
cruise, as global warming really seemed to be kicking our backsides.
2014 was a massive year. It was a case of third time lucky in finally mastering
how we approached All Chrysler day at our new home. After eight years, Andy
Radloff certainly went out as our president with a bang – the instigator and
greatest spruker of the huge Dodge Nationals Centenary celebration, which
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marked ACD 24. For the first time we joined forces with the CRCSA and the
Dodge Brothers Club of Australasia to produce an event more humongous
than anything ever before. And for the first time official events were held on
the Friday also – a cruise for lunch and tour of the Mallala Raceway museum
was huge and extremely popular. Clem Smith proved to be a very interesting
character who has raced for about 50 years and owns his own racetrack! There
were a number of events to choose from to do on the Saturday – including a
run to Birdwood. Highlights of showday included Chris Hastwell’s organising
a fascinating timeline of Dodge models and arranging the entire layout of the
show on the oval into a spectacular pentastar shape.
That show’s numbers are still memorable today. With almost 2000 people
through the gates, all up we had 271 entrants on the Sunday, with 75 judged,
and 113 non-judged, along with 27 trading and swapmeet stalls. Add some
sponsors’ cars and swap meet cars which put the total Chryslers and Dodges
at the Sunday show to almost 330. Entries on the day came in at 56, with late
entries numbering 65. There were 51 vehicles from 1910 to 1924 in the timeline,
while a further 50 cars enjoyed the new Moparking area throughout the day.
Entrants were up 16% from the previous year and gate takings were up by 37%.
The new VIP parking regime boomed by 71%, sparking our car park funds to go
up by 18%. Drinks consumption was about the same, the club’smerchandising
sales were a little down, but we were graced with 46% more sponsorship
As a result the club boomed – by August 2014 we had 290 members.
Sadly, the club mourned the
passing of two well known
members from different
ends of the perch. Moses
Kominoglou passed away
suddenly one June morning.
Moses owned a deep blue
CL that was featured in
Torqueback in June 2007 as
a member profile. A gentle
giant, gone far too young.

Moses Kominoglou

Tom Davies

And then in July, Tom Davies lost his battle with cancer. Mercifully, he didn’t
suffer long; barely two weeks from being diagnosed. Tom became a club
member in 1997 and was one of our first Historic Inspectors.
ACD 25 at Urrbrae spotlighted Amazing 8s and Fantastic 4s – a jubilee of the
first indigenous four cylinder and eight cylinder Mopars offered in Oz. It was
our biggest (and most streamlined) show at the school oval yet. This time we
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president’s motion

aussIe Charger cruIse

sunday january 17, 2o21
Earlier this year our new top banana, the charismatic Andrew Ingleton, once again put out the call to all Valiant Charger owners
both here and abroad for an exclusive drive he declared “to help celebrate the 50th anniversary of this most iconic car ever
made on these shores”. The first inaugural Charger cruise Andrew instigated last year was an enormous success – so it looks
like it may now become a regular event on the calendar! And why not?
So to start off this year, the ducktail crowd set off from the rear carpark of the Tonsley Hotel to cruise through the Adelaide Hills
to the National Motor Museum at Birdwood. Intended as a photo and video promotional event for future events throughout this
year, this cruise has now become so massive that it has even spawned a whole new event – loosely nicknamed Chugtober – later
this year (and we’ll keep you posted all about that).
Not everyone has a chugga but as always if you own a Mopar of course you are more than welcome to come along. Hey Charger!
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A reunion of the engineering staff at CAL, 2016.
Left to right: Chris Mather (Engine Design & Development – Lonsdale, Detroit: 1967-72); Bob Burke (Project Engineer, Manager – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park: 1969-84); Robin Schliebs
(Mechanical Design Engineer – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park: 1966-72); Bill Chinnick (Stylist / Designer –Tonsley Park, Detroit: 1969-70s); John Ellis (Factory Race Team Manager; Lonsdale,
Tonsley Park, Europe: 1968 – 72); Roger Carroll (Engine Development Engineer, Lonsdale: 1970s); Ian Turich (Experimental, Resident Engineering, Export Liaison; Finsbury, Lonsdale,
Detroit: 1971 – 75); Doug Potts (Engine Electrical & Fuel Systems – Lonsdale: 1970s); and John Whelan (Design Engineer – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park, Europe: 1967-79)

more than coped with over 250 vehicles entering –
including swapmeets and trade stalls, and another
50-60 vehicles that used the Moparking area. In
total, over 300 Chryslers were parked on the oval.

Clem Smith

Andy Kloot deemed it “the best one ever”. And
while President Iain Carlin “wouldn’t argue with
someone who has been round the club as long as
he has”, Iain “wouldn’t go as far as Klooty... but I’ll
go out on a limb and say it’s probably the best ACD
since Gleneagles!”.

The Friday cruise to and lunch at Old Tailem Town was a huge success and
Gavin Farmer hosted a bus tour around all the historical sites in Adelaide.
Sadly, in March 2015, the club had to say goodbye to the Godfather of Mopar in
South Australia – the great Clem Smith. Clem of course had saved motosrpsort
in this city with his dedication to Mallala, and actually had quite a lot to do with
our club in the last few years of his life from that – so the CCCSA was grateful to
have received his blessings and saddened to hear of his passing.
2016 was the year of our twenty-sixth edition of ACD, loosely titled
Sweet As – falling upon Easter. Due to other surrounding Chrysler events and
the Clipsal 500, late in the piece we were forced to hold the weekend over the
holiday long weekend. A somewhat controversial experiment which in hindsight
probably didn’t really work. Although, while our local participation dropped off
a little, we did have more interstate vistors yet again. A number of different
‘multiple-choice’ events over a longer weekend continued – and now seemed
par for the course.
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Dave Heinrich’s first solo exhibition (in the thirty-odd years he’d been an
illustrator and cartoonist) Bear Metal: Cars N’ Comix at the Tonsley Hotel
was a grand success as part of the 2016 Fringe festival. Supported by the club
as an official event, the exhibition closing-party on the Thursday night was a
ripper start to a huge ACD weekend.
If we look back – comparitively speaking, All Chrysler Day probably reached its
zenith in 2014 and 2015 – before the Easter experiment hobbled it.
Come 2017, with participation numbers levelling off despite the logistical effort
warranted – after the executive surveyed the members, a number of changes
were brought in to the ACD27 weekend.
The first and perhaps most significant alteration was a change in
name, to recognise how the event had grown into – from the single day
show-and-shine of old – a three-day weekend of Moparing events! For its
inaugural year, the term Adelaide Chrysler Festival (or ACF) seemed to have
caught on quite quickly. Other innovations included free entry for members to
help alleviate the participation slide.
The Saturday MegaCruise was once again well attended with 210 cars mustering
on Urrbrae oval for the start. It was much better visually seeing all the cars in
one place and it also made it easier to get everyone to go off on the cruise at
virtually the same time. Numbers on the All Chrysler Day itself again were not
as good as in the past, with a bit under 200 cars displayed on the oval. But
it was good to see 16 modern Mopars entered and a bigger selection of ‘not
so show condition’ survivor vehicles out and about. It would be good to build
those numbers in coming years to keep the interest building – particularly the
moderns. Moparking continued to prove more and more popular with each year
– and in 2017 the club estimated around 120 cars now used the facility across
21
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the day. This seemed to indicate that perhaps people
were becoming less interested in spending the whole
day putting their car on show.

Neil Francis

In early 2017 we lost CAL stylist Neil Francis to
leukaemia and very soon after engineer Bob Burke.
Both gentlemen had only recently appeared as guest
speakers at a reuniuon of minds during the 2016
Meet N Greet.

But 2018 would turn out to be a landmark show.
A big one. A monster!
Back in 2016, while the club was researching the future viability and logistics of
continuing on with a traditional show-and-shine model, a few folks might have thought
Dave Heinrich was crazy when he suggested “...why don’t we just have a more
casual and open show with no major organisation or infrastructure – more like the
MegaCruise?”
Well, in 2018 it he finally got his wish. There were a few nerves...
People also initially doubted the dream of Hugh Mortimer when he began lobbying for
the CCCSA to hold All Chrysler Day at Tonsley Park – while it was still vacant enough
(as Renewal SA had begun repurposing the space into a science and technology
precinct, with new developments increasingly being built in and around the original old
factory and yards). But then after holding a very successful Historic Registration Day
there in June as a trial, the momentum swung and really gathered. Hugh was right. It
was possible!
So 2018 became a unique one-off event, once in a lifetime.
As we had done before, the Lunch Cruise to Birdwood on the Friday was once again
a success with 47 cars and around 100 people attending. Another hundred people
then turned up to the Friday Meet and Greet at the Tonsley Hotel that night, featuring
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a talk by former CAL employees Gavin Farmer and Roger Carroll. Luke
Balzan organised his first MegaCruise on the Saturday evening with over
250 Chrysler vehicles setting off from the back lots at Tonsley on a one
hour run through the CBD and inner western suburbs. Despite some initial
reservations, Welland Plaza turned out to be the perfect endpoint with
heaps of options for people in terms of eats and drinks.
Sunday showday saw an awesome display of 306 vehicles under the
roof of the former Chrysler Main Assembly Building at Tonsley. Nobody
could believe our luck. There were plenty of other classic vehicles to be
seen in the car parks too – with 2000+ spectators coming through to view
the display. The crowd was entertained by Coast FM and bands Katfire,
Crossroads and The Groove.Swapsite sellers were pleased to be under
cover out of the elements, and happy with the sales they were making.
Always a crowd pleaser, Bergamin Brothers Racing firing up their engine
(with the acoustics of the factory adding even more this time) was a huge
drawcard (well, apart from one resident who took the time to drive over and
express her thanks for being woken up at 8am on a Sunday morning by
noisy cars….).
The Shannon’s Adelaide Chrysler Festival was the result of 12 months
hard work by the Chrysler Car Club of SA’s festival organising committee
and CCCSA volunteers. In all we had over 55 volunteers on the day that
made the bump in and out work so smoothly as it did.
Many of us dared to dream if perhaps we could hold All Chrysler Day again
at Tonsley Park. Unfortunately it soon proved to be unlikely. Many of the
areas that vehicles were displayed in this year had been rented out to new
tenants, or existing tenants that were expanding. And then they would soon
be built on over the next 12 months.
We would only ever get that one opportunity – but we’re totally stoked
we took it, hey.
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With Tonsley now a distant dream – ACD 28 in 2018 was always going to be a
hard act to follow in 2019.
And even though we’d finally mastered how to organise Urrbrae, with such
a beautiful oval it had become a great venue, the club were reluctant to go
back to there in 2019 – mainly due to rising costs and the demands it held for
infrastructure. The ACF committee now preferred more of an open day. It was
less work and less expensive.
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Then, soon after in early 2020 Chrysler legend Stirling
Moss and charismatic member Mick Zerk also
suddenly and tragically passed away as we geared up
to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Pacer. And it
was to be another Chryslers at the Port.
Then in 2020 the world stopped.
The COVID-19 pandemic.

Mick Zerk

As the club was deciding on its next show, in April of 2019 the club was rocked
to hear of charismatic Irishman John Whelan passing away. A design engineer
at Lonsdale and Tonsley Park, John was a favourite of the club having hosted
our ‘all-star reuniuon’ back in 2016. We mourned him.

It now seems a lifetime ago when the committee had to suddenly hold an
emergency meeting one fateful Sunday in early March at the Rex Hotel in
Richmond, when we decided to postpone the Adelaide Chrysler Festival
for 2020.

The ‘street parties’ of Palmer and Tanunda had always been perennial
favourites amongst the members. And the McLaren Vale Vintage Classic had
been steadily gaining popularity in recent years, while many of the CCCSA
had experienced and enjoyed firsthand the phemonenon and tradition that
Midstate Mopars is. With Central Victoria as his inspiration, in 2018 and 2019
Damian Tripodi had organised a couple of very popular informal show-andshines in the historic streets of Port Adelaide – coined Chryslers At The Port.
Taking this concept into the ACF a là Bendigo turned out to be a masterstroke.
Bravo Damian!

We didn’t really know much, but most of us thought “this would probably all
blow over sooner rather than later...”

A little later in the calendar year too, the Port turned out to be a beautiful venue
for just parking a classic car amidst the harbour and colonial cityscape. Rick
Trembath finally revealed his immaculate and authentic Superbird which
absolutely stole the show (if it was a show). Then there was Ari Perdi debuting
his 604ci Keith Black Hemi powered CH hardtop or the amazing blue VJ hippo
of George Poulson and it’s incredible modern Gen III SRT 6.1 Hemi lurking
under the bonnet.

Now it’s 2021. And as I write this we are about to head into the 2021 ACF,
starring the 50th Anniversary of the design classic – the Valiant Charger. It’s
most probably the first ‘return’ of any big Chrysler car show in the country. At the
last second we learnt that we couldn’t be at the Port this time because most of the
space we would have occupied is a COVID-19 testing clinic at the moment. But
luckily, we hurriedly found a new place to hold our show – Gaza Sports and
Recreation Centre on the corner of OG and North East Roads.

In December 2019 the club were sad to learn that Hey Charger! co-author and
renown Charger authority kiwi Gary Bridger had passed away.

Funnily enough, it’s not all that far from the original scouts hall at Holden Hill
actually. Just down the road.

Nup – this strange strain of virus from China would soon be interrupting and
changing our daily lives, society and even the entire world as a whole. Perhaps
forever. With lockdowns and quarantines came cluster outbreaks and border
closures. We all had to stay home and wear a mask. Many of us lost our jobs.
The planet seemed to have gone mad. There certainly wouldn’t be any car
shows for a year.
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DISCLAIMER
By participating in these events in any capacity (including but not limited to showing at, participating in, purchasing items from, or attending the 2014 All Chrysler Day or 2014 MegaCruise) is knowingly
and willingly at your own risk. The Chrysler Car Club of South Australia, the Chrysler Restorers Club of South Australia, the Dodge Brothers Car Club of Australasia, their members, event coordinator(s),
agents, officers, officials, and volunteers, as well as sponsors and vendors, will not be liable for any damage, loss, injury, or anything else you, your property, or your guests may sustain or incur by
participating in or attending these events. By attending the events you agree to not hold LIABLE any of the aforementioned PERSONS associated with the event. By participating in the event you agree to
allow us to use photographs or video that are taken at the event, for possible promotion for future shows, website postings, the current show and/or for fundraising purposes or incident investigations now
and in the future. All vehicles and vendors must have current registration and appropriate insurance and be able to provide a copy if requested by event staff. All vendors and vehicles should have their
current registration and insurance with them at the event. Entrants further agree to accept all directions and decisions made by the event manager during the course of the “All Chrysler Day 2014” show.
Anti-Hoon Policy
The CCCSA, CRCSA and DBCCA respectfully request that you drive sensibly and legally in the Mopar MegaCruise and All Chrysler Day. Please make sure your vehicle is properly insured and that you
obey all traffic laws on your way to, from and when on the cruise or in the show venue. Failure to do so may result in traffic law infringements and expulsion from any further participation in our
events. The CCCSA, CRCSA and the DBCCA reserve the right to deny entry to and extricate any person/s in breach of any of these conditions. Please be respectful of the venue, others attending the
event, and surrounding neighbours. The event organisers have invited and support South Australia Police to monitor our event. You have been warned.
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the hIstory of the CCCSA

peter brIggs

honour roll
1977-1978
President – Ron Tapp
Treasurer / Secretary – Steve Curtis
1978-1979
President – Ron Tapp
Treasurer / Secretary – Steve Curtis
1979-1980
President – Ron Tapp
Treasurer / Secretary – Steve Curtis
1980-1981
President – Wayne Whitmarsh
Secretary/Treasurer – Alan Songer
1981-1982
President – Wayne Whitmarsh /
Ian Whitmarsh
Secretary/Treasurer – Alan Songer
1982-1983
President – Ian Whitmarsh
Secretary/Treasurer – Don Acland
1983-1984
President – Ian Whitmarsh
Secretary/Treasurer – Don Acland
1984-1985
President – Peter Fields
Secretary/Treasurer – Don Acland
1985-1986
President – Alan Songer
Secretary/Treasurer – Adrian Cornish
1986-1987
President – Roy Bussey
Vice President – Horrie Gretch
Secretary – Alan Songer / Roy Houweling
Treasurer – Shaun Dew

1991-1992

2002-2003

2013-2014

President – Roy Houweling
Vice President – Jason Kinneally
Secretary – Colin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Andrew Kloot
Secretary – Steve deWit
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1992-1993

2003-2004

2014-2015

President – Roy Houweling
Vice President – Jason Kinneally
Secretary – Colin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Chantal Wiles
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Iain Carlin
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1993-1994

2004-2005

2015-2016

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Troy Inkster
Secretary – Suzanne Inkster
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Iain Carlin
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1994-1995

2005-2006

2016-2017

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Colin Fawke
Secretary – Kirstin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Iain Carlin
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1995-1996

2006-2007

2017-2018

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Colin Fawke
Secretary – Kirstin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Iain Carlin
Vice President – Andrew Ingleton
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

President – Adrian Cummings
Vice President – Chris Briscoe
Secretary – Colin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey
1997-1998
President – Reg Whitmarsh
Vice President – Jason Rowley
Secretary – Colin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey
2008-2009
President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

1998-1999

2009-2010

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Reg Whitmarsh
Secretary – Colin Fawke
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Kirstin Treleggan
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

1988-1989

1999-2000

2010-2011

President – Roy Houweling
Vice President – Shaun Dew
Secretary – Guy Harrison
Treasurer – Shaun Dew

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Kirstin Fawke
Secretary – Steve deWit
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Kirstin MacDonald
Secretary – Cathy Groot
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

1989-1990

2000-2001

2011-2012

President – Steve Fraser
Vice President – John Kastelyn
Secretary – Patricia Maddison
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Kirstin Fawke
Secretary – Steve deWit
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1990-1991

2001-2002

2012-2013

President – John Kastelyn
Vice President – Shaun Dew
Secretary – Roy Bussey
Treasurer – Roy Houweling

President – Jason Rowley
Vice President – Kirstin Fawke
Secretary – Steve deWit
Treasurer – Roy Bussey

President – Andy Radloff
Vice President – Hugh Mortimer
Secretary – Di Hastwell
Treasurer – Greg Helbig

1987-1988
President – Roy Bussey
Vice President – Steve Fraser
Secretary – Roy Houweling
Treasurer – Greg Phillips / Steve Fraser

LIFE MEMBERS
Colin Fawke
Adrian Cummings
Kirstin MacDonald
Roy Bussey
Greg Helbig
Jason Rowley
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2007-2008

1996-1997

Chris Hastwell
Di Hastwell
Andy Radloff
John Eckermann
Iain Carlin
Steve deWit
Damian Tripodi

Dave Heinrich
Stuart Croser
Hugh Mortimer
Andrew Kloot
John Koznedelev
Charles Lee

2018-2019

In today’s 21st century it is increasingly rare to find a car of this vintage and quality condition. It’s even more astounding in this
day and age to track the provenence of such a beautifully preserved ride to a handful of caretakers since it first rolled off the line at
Tonsley – let alone one owner.
But sometimes our cars become like family. Enter club stalwart and gentleman Peter Briggs, and the amazing story of his life with
his VC. Hell, most good marriages don’t even last this long...
The recent 2020 June long weekend had a special significance to me
and my family. It represented the fiftieth anniversary of my and my
son Ian’s journey by train from Brisbane to Coffs Harbour in NSW, to
inspect and possibly purchase a Valiant sedan from a good friend and
former Hobart neighbour.
The VC sedan offered was constructed during September 1966 and
delivered to its first owner, a Hobart businessman during January 1967.
He had previously visited Tonsley to choose the upholstery and body
paint colour. Dick Morrison, my friend and his bank manager, had
made an arrangement to purchase each vehicle from him as the tax
provision matured and consequently became the second owner.
That provision was expiring and consequently the vehicle was for
sale again. So I took my opportunity!
During the morning following our arrival, an immediate test-drive
took place and without further delay I purchased the Valiant – and
in consequence I have now have owned that VC Valiant Regal for
FIFTY years.

The Valiant was our mode of transport when we left Queensland
to move to Adelaide in 1972 – and out of necessity she had to be
re-registered.
Although issue of the S series plates had begun, some departmental
clerk certainly displayed they had a sense of humour when recognising
the paintwork colour, which lead to the issue of RED 536 as the eventual
number on the numberplate. Quite witty... well done, boy or girl!
The Valiant has been a resounding success as a family vehicle; the
only State it has not travelled in is WA which is not likely to happen
in the near future. It now indicates usage exceeding half a million
kilometres, nearly three hundred thousand miles and was in much need
of a rejuvenation – which has recently been achieved by club supporter
Lonsdale Paint & Panel Restoration at (appropriately) Chrysler Road
in Lonsdale. With a set of white-walled tyres and a repaint among other
things, it now immortalises the very vehicle which left the assembly line
almost half a century ago.
– Peter Briggs (Member 178)
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DISCLAIMER
By participating in these events in any capacity (including but not limited to showing at, participating in, purchasing items from, or attending the 2014 All Chrysler Day or 2014 MegaCruise) is knowingly
and willingly at your own risk. The Chrysler Car Club of South Australia, the Chrysler Restorers Club of South Australia, the Dodge Brothers Car Club of Australasia, their members, event coordinator(s),
agents, officers, officials, and volunteers, as well as sponsors and vendors, will not be liable for any damage, loss, injury, or anything else you, your property, or your guests may sustain or incur by
participating in or attending these events. By attending the events you agree to not hold LIABLE any of the aforementioned PERSONS associated with the event. By participating in the event you agree to
allow us to use photographs or video that are taken at the event, for possible promotion for future shows, website postings, the current show and/or for fundraising purposes or incident investigations now
and in the future. All vehicles and vendors must have current registration and appropriate insurance and be able to provide a copy if requested by event staff. All vendors and vehicles should have their
current registration and insurance with them at the event. Entrants further agree to accept all directions and decisions made by the event manager during the course of the “All Chrysler Day 2014” show.
Anti-Hoon Policy
The CCCSA, CRCSA and DBCCA respectfully request that you drive sensibly and legally in the Mopar MegaCruise and All Chrysler Day. Please make sure your vehicle is properly insured and that you
obey all traffic laws on your way to, from and when on the cruise or in the show venue. Failure to do so may result in traffic law infringements and expulsion from any further participation in our
events. The CCCSA, CRCSA and the DBCCA reserve the right to deny entry to and extricate any person/s in breach of any of these conditions. Please be respectful of the venue, others attending the
event, and surrounding neighbours. The event organisers have invited and support South Australia Police to monitor our event. You have been warned.
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With Tonsley now a distant dream – ACD 28 in 2018 was always going to be a
hard act to follow in 2019.
And even though we’d finally mastered how to organise Urrbrae, with such
a beautiful oval it had become a great venue, the club were reluctant to go
back to there in 2019 – mainly due to rising costs and the demands it held for
infrastructure. The ACF committee now preferred more of an open day. It was
less work and less expensive.
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Then, soon after in early 2020 Chrysler legend Stirling
Moss and charismatic member Mick Zerk also
suddenly and tragically passed away as we geared up
to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Pacer. And it
was to be another Chryslers at the Port.
Then in 2020 the world stopped.
The COVID-19 pandemic.

Mick Zerk

As the club was deciding on its next show, in April of 2019 the club was rocked
to hear of charismatic Irishman John Whelan passing away. A design engineer
at Lonsdale and Tonsley Park, John was a favourite of the club having hosted
our ‘all-star reuniuon’ back in 2016. We mourned him.

It now seems a lifetime ago when the committee had to suddenly hold an
emergency meeting one fateful Sunday in early March at the Rex Hotel in
Richmond, when we decided to postpone the Adelaide Chrysler Festival
for 2020.

The ‘street parties’ of Palmer and Tanunda had always been perennial
favourites amongst the members. And the McLaren Vale Vintage Classic had
been steadily gaining popularity in recent years, while many of the CCCSA
had experienced and enjoyed firsthand the phemonenon and tradition that
Midstate Mopars is. With Central Victoria as his inspiration, in 2018 and 2019
Damian Tripodi had organised a couple of very popular informal show-andshines in the historic streets of Port Adelaide – coined Chryslers At The Port.
Taking this concept into the ACF a là Bendigo turned out to be a masterstroke.
Bravo Damian!

We didn’t really know much, but most of us thought “this would probably all
blow over sooner rather than later...”

A little later in the calendar year too, the Port turned out to be a beautiful venue
for just parking a classic car amidst the harbour and colonial cityscape. Rick
Trembath finally revealed his immaculate and authentic Superbird which
absolutely stole the show (if it was a show). Then there was Ari Perdi debuting
his 604ci Keith Black Hemi powered CH hardtop or the amazing blue VJ hippo
of George Poulson and it’s incredible modern Gen III SRT 6.1 Hemi lurking
under the bonnet.

Now it’s 2021. And as I write this we are about to head into the 2021 ACF,
starring the 50th Anniversary of the design classic – the Valiant Charger. It’s
most probably the first ‘return’ of any big Chrysler car show in the country. At the
last second we learnt that we couldn’t be at the Port this time because most of the
space we would have occupied is a COVID-19 testing clinic at the moment. But
luckily, we hurriedly found a new place to hold our show – Gaza Sports and
Recreation Centre on the corner of OG and North East Roads.

In December 2019 the club were sad to learn that Hey Charger! co-author and
renown Charger authority kiwi Gary Bridger had passed away.

Funnily enough, it’s not all that far from the original scouts hall at Holden Hill
actually. Just down the road.

Nup – this strange strain of virus from China would soon be interrupting and
changing our daily lives, society and even the entire world as a whole. Perhaps
forever. With lockdowns and quarantines came cluster outbreaks and border
closures. We all had to stay home and wear a mask. Many of us lost our jobs.
The planet seemed to have gone mad. There certainly wouldn’t be any car
shows for a year.
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the day. This seemed to indicate that perhaps people
were becoming less interested in spending the whole
day putting their car on show.

Neil Francis

In early 2017 we lost CAL stylist Neil Francis to
leukaemia and very soon after engineer Bob Burke.
Both gentlemen had only recently appeared as guest
speakers at a reuniuon of minds during the 2016
Meet N Greet.

But 2018 would turn out to be a landmark show.
A big one. A monster!
Back in 2016, while the club was researching the future viability and logistics of
continuing on with a traditional show-and-shine model, a few folks might have thought
Dave Heinrich was crazy when he suggested “...why don’t we just have a more
casual and open show with no major organisation or infrastructure – more like the
MegaCruise?”
Well, in 2018 it he finally got his wish. There were a few nerves...
People also initially doubted the dream of Hugh Mortimer when he began lobbying for
the CCCSA to hold All Chrysler Day at Tonsley Park – while it was still vacant enough
(as Renewal SA had begun repurposing the space into a science and technology
precinct, with new developments increasingly being built in and around the original old
factory and yards). But then after holding a very successful Historic Registration Day
there in June as a trial, the momentum swung and really gathered. Hugh was right. It
was possible!
So 2018 became a unique one-off event, once in a lifetime.
As we had done before, the Lunch Cruise to Birdwood on the Friday was once again
a success with 47 cars and around 100 people attending. Another hundred people
then turned up to the Friday Meet and Greet at the Tonsley Hotel that night, featuring
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a talk by former CAL employees Gavin Farmer and Roger Carroll. Luke
Balzan organised his first MegaCruise on the Saturday evening with over
250 Chrysler vehicles setting off from the back lots at Tonsley on a one
hour run through the CBD and inner western suburbs. Despite some initial
reservations, Welland Plaza turned out to be the perfect endpoint with
heaps of options for people in terms of eats and drinks.
Sunday showday saw an awesome display of 306 vehicles under the
roof of the former Chrysler Main Assembly Building at Tonsley. Nobody
could believe our luck. There were plenty of other classic vehicles to be
seen in the car parks too – with 2000+ spectators coming through to view
the display. The crowd was entertained by Coast FM and bands Katfire,
Crossroads and The Groove.Swapsite sellers were pleased to be under
cover out of the elements, and happy with the sales they were making.
Always a crowd pleaser, Bergamin Brothers Racing firing up their engine
(with the acoustics of the factory adding even more this time) was a huge
drawcard (well, apart from one resident who took the time to drive over and
express her thanks for being woken up at 8am on a Sunday morning by
noisy cars….).
The Shannon’s Adelaide Chrysler Festival was the result of 12 months
hard work by the Chrysler Car Club of SA’s festival organising committee
and CCCSA volunteers. In all we had over 55 volunteers on the day that
made the bump in and out work so smoothly as it did.
Many of us dared to dream if perhaps we could hold All Chrysler Day again
at Tonsley Park. Unfortunately it soon proved to be unlikely. Many of the
areas that vehicles were displayed in this year had been rented out to new
tenants, or existing tenants that were expanding. And then they would soon
be built on over the next 12 months.
We would only ever get that one opportunity – but we’re totally stoked
we took it, hey.
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A reunion of the engineering staff at CAL, 2016.
Left to right: Chris Mather (Engine Design & Development – Lonsdale, Detroit: 1967-72); Bob Burke (Project Engineer, Manager – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park: 1969-84); Robin Schliebs
(Mechanical Design Engineer – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park: 1966-72); Bill Chinnick (Stylist / Designer –Tonsley Park, Detroit: 1969-70s); John Ellis (Factory Race Team Manager; Lonsdale,
Tonsley Park, Europe: 1968 – 72); Roger Carroll (Engine Development Engineer, Lonsdale: 1970s); Ian Turich (Experimental, Resident Engineering, Export Liaison; Finsbury, Lonsdale,
Detroit: 1971 – 75); Doug Potts (Engine Electrical & Fuel Systems – Lonsdale: 1970s); and John Whelan (Design Engineer – Lonsdale, Tonsley Park, Europe: 1967-79)

more than coped with over 250 vehicles entering –
including swapmeets and trade stalls, and another
50-60 vehicles that used the Moparking area. In
total, over 300 Chryslers were parked on the oval.

Clem Smith

Andy Kloot deemed it “the best one ever”. And
while President Iain Carlin “wouldn’t argue with
someone who has been round the club as long as
he has”, Iain “wouldn’t go as far as Klooty... but I’ll
go out on a limb and say it’s probably the best ACD
since Gleneagles!”.

The Friday cruise to and lunch at Old Tailem Town was a huge success and
Gavin Farmer hosted a bus tour around all the historical sites in Adelaide.
Sadly, in March 2015, the club had to say goodbye to the Godfather of Mopar in
South Australia – the great Clem Smith. Clem of course had saved motosrpsort
in this city with his dedication to Mallala, and actually had quite a lot to do with
our club in the last few years of his life from that – so the CCCSA was grateful to
have received his blessings and saddened to hear of his passing.
2016 was the year of our twenty-sixth edition of ACD, loosely titled
Sweet As – falling upon Easter. Due to other surrounding Chrysler events and
the Clipsal 500, late in the piece we were forced to hold the weekend over the
holiday long weekend. A somewhat controversial experiment which in hindsight
probably didn’t really work. Although, while our local participation dropped off
a little, we did have more interstate vistors yet again. A number of different
‘multiple-choice’ events over a longer weekend continued – and now seemed
par for the course.
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Dave Heinrich’s first solo exhibition (in the thirty-odd years he’d been an
illustrator and cartoonist) Bear Metal: Cars N’ Comix at the Tonsley Hotel
was a grand success as part of the 2016 Fringe festival. Supported by the club
as an official event, the exhibition closing-party on the Thursday night was a
ripper start to a huge ACD weekend.
If we look back – comparitively speaking, All Chrysler Day probably reached its
zenith in 2014 and 2015 – before the Easter experiment hobbled it.
Come 2017, with participation numbers levelling off despite the logistical effort
warranted – after the executive surveyed the members, a number of changes
were brought in to the ACD27 weekend.
The first and perhaps most significant alteration was a change in
name, to recognise how the event had grown into – from the single day
show-and-shine of old – a three-day weekend of Moparing events! For its
inaugural year, the term Adelaide Chrysler Festival (or ACF) seemed to have
caught on quite quickly. Other innovations included free entry for members to
help alleviate the participation slide.
The Saturday MegaCruise was once again well attended with 210 cars mustering
on Urrbrae oval for the start. It was much better visually seeing all the cars in
one place and it also made it easier to get everyone to go off on the cruise at
virtually the same time. Numbers on the All Chrysler Day itself again were not
as good as in the past, with a bit under 200 cars displayed on the oval. But
it was good to see 16 modern Mopars entered and a bigger selection of ‘not
so show condition’ survivor vehicles out and about. It would be good to build
those numbers in coming years to keep the interest building – particularly the
moderns. Moparking continued to prove more and more popular with each year
– and in 2017 the club estimated around 120 cars now used the facility across
21
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president’s motion

aussIe Charger cruIse

sunday january 17, 2o21
Earlier this year our new top banana, the charismatic Andrew Ingleton, once again put out the call to all Valiant Charger owners
both here and abroad for an exclusive drive he declared “to help celebrate the 50th anniversary of this most iconic car ever
made on these shores”. The first inaugural Charger cruise Andrew instigated last year was an enormous success – so it looks
like it may now become a regular event on the calendar! And why not?
So to start off this year, the ducktail crowd set off from the rear carpark of the Tonsley Hotel to cruise through the Adelaide Hills
to the National Motor Museum at Birdwood. Intended as a photo and video promotional event for future events throughout this
year, this cruise has now become so massive that it has even spawned a whole new event – loosely nicknamed Chugtober – later
this year (and we’ll keep you posted all about that).
Not everyone has a chugga but as always if you own a Mopar of course you are more than welcome to come along. Hey Charger!
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long, long innings. The girls had to attend to personal matters while Roy had
to start working later and could no longer attend meetings. Not that they hadn’t
earned a rest!
In May, the club was rocked by the distressing news that Jason Rowley
had been involved in a tragic accident while competing in the Adelaide Hills
Tarmac Rally, as navigator for Slovakian driver Milan Filo. Both men were
rushed to emergency at Flinders Medical Centre for life-saving surgery after
their Porsche 911 hit a tree near Port Elliott. Fortunately Jason pulled through
following a long rehabilitation, but sadly his old friend and former European
champion Milan never emerged from his coma.
By 2012 it was becoming more and more obvious that we were outgrowing
Lockleys as a venue for All Chrysler Day. Each successive show in recent
years had continued to get bigger and bigger – so we had to find another place
where we could expand. The club struggled to nail a succinct theme for our big
show n’shine for 2012, but eventually settled on Fins Chrome Muscle - Where
were you in 62 which essentially celebrated the 1962 anniversary of the first
Chryslers actually made here in Oz. Then one day, after years of wandering
around not-so-ideal venues, the search (and subsequent frustrations) for a
proper home for our annual show n’shine were finally over. The 2012 shift
to Urrbrae Agricultural High School for All Chrysler Day, albeit with some
teething problems, turned out to be a masterstroke.
While the Saturday was stinking hot, Mother Nature cut us a break on Sunday
for the show and brought a cool change in by lunchtime. We also had plenty of
warning to wind things up a little earlier to avoid some relieving rainstorms later
in the afternoon. Crowd numbers seemed a little down (although it was hard
to tell with a new and bigger venue) while entry numbers were about the same
as the previous year. A few local regulars didn’t show (most likely due to the
heat), however that was nicely balanced back out by a continuously increasing
number of interstate guests every year.
ACD 23 continued at Urrbrae themed the 50th anniversary of Tonsley Park
which boasted a fascinating display of memorabilia and history as Adelaide
saw Tonsley closing at last. Although still a solid show on paper, punters and
entries were down. It was a tough show this one – as VP Hugh Mortimer
described, “given the conditions – heat and humidity that would have done a
boiler room proud…” The club began seriously questioning the timing of the
cruise, as global warming really seemed to be kicking our backsides.
2014 was a massive year. It was a case of third time lucky in finally mastering
how we approached All Chrysler day at our new home. After eight years, Andy
Radloff certainly went out as our president with a bang – the instigator and
greatest spruker of the huge Dodge Nationals Centenary celebration, which
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marked ACD 24. For the first time we joined forces with the CRCSA and the
Dodge Brothers Club of Australasia to produce an event more humongous
than anything ever before. And for the first time official events were held on
the Friday also – a cruise for lunch and tour of the Mallala Raceway museum
was huge and extremely popular. Clem Smith proved to be a very interesting
character who has raced for about 50 years and owns his own racetrack! There
were a number of events to choose from to do on the Saturday – including a
run to Birdwood. Highlights of showday included Chris Hastwell’s organising
a fascinating timeline of Dodge models and arranging the entire layout of the
show on the oval into a spectacular pentastar shape.
That show’s numbers are still memorable today. With almost 2000 people
through the gates, all up we had 271 entrants on the Sunday, with 75 judged,
and 113 non-judged, along with 27 trading and swapmeet stalls. Add some
sponsors’ cars and swap meet cars which put the total Chryslers and Dodges
at the Sunday show to almost 330. Entries on the day came in at 56, with late
entries numbering 65. There were 51 vehicles from 1910 to 1924 in the timeline,
while a further 50 cars enjoyed the new Moparking area throughout the day.
Entrants were up 16% from the previous year and gate takings were up by 37%.
The new VIP parking regime boomed by 71%, sparking our car park funds to go
up by 18%. Drinks consumption was about the same, the club’smerchandising
sales were a little down, but we were graced with 46% more sponsorship
As a result the club boomed – by August 2014 we had 290 members.
Sadly, the club mourned the
passing of two well known
members from different
ends of the perch. Moses
Kominoglou passed away
suddenly one June morning.
Moses owned a deep blue
CL that was featured in
Torqueback in June 2007 as
a member profile. A gentle
giant, gone far too young.

Moses Kominoglou

Tom Davies

And then in July, Tom Davies lost his battle with cancer. Mercifully, he didn’t
suffer long; barely two weeks from being diagnosed. Tom became a club
member in 1997 and was one of our first Historic Inspectors.
ACD 25 at Urrbrae spotlighted Amazing 8s and Fantastic 4s – a jubilee of the
first indigenous four cylinder and eight cylinder Mopars offered in Oz. It was
our biggest (and most streamlined) show at the school oval yet. This time we
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the modern era
2oo4 -

the adelaIde Chrysler festIVAl, amen...
Technically, the first All Chrysler Day was held at Camden Park in 1987. But it has since been discovered however that All Chrysler Day
did not formally become an official annual event, organised by the club proper, until 1990.
The Williams boys would have never even imagined it in their wildest dreams, but the Adelaide Chrysler Festival is arguably now one
of the pre-eminent Mopar events in the southern hemisphere – if not the world. What was once that little club of Charger hoons at
Holden Hill now boasts members in the USA, Scandanavia and Asia – as well as right around Australia and New Zealand. Our website,
Facebook page and magazine are regularly viewed by people everywhere in the Mopar universe, all over the planet.
We’ve come a long way from parking a few musclecars at a scout hall. Many interstate visitors now consider the SA All Chrysler Day as
one of the ‘big four’ shows in the country; along with Chryslers on the Murray at Albury, Chryslers by the Bay at Geelong, and Mopar
Sunday in Brisbane. Each unique events with their very own character, all of these shows usually tend to fall around the same time
of year – so many Mopar enthusiasts embark on great pilgrimages in an effort to combine the biggest shows into one great roadtrip.
And while Albury will always be Australia’s ‘Carlisle’ – there is just no comparison, we’d never get a thousand cars in the one place –
probably what the ACF does have over other events is all the mighty history. Adelaide is the birthplace of the Valiant and spiritual home
of Chrysler down under. We have Tonsley Park, Lonsdale, Mile End, Keswick and Finsbury. Not to mention all the original TJ Richards’
and Holden’s Dodge sites in close proximity throughout the city. And as Chrysler tourists, many of our visitors just love to set up base
at the Tonsley Hotel; where they can enjoy a few pints of Coopers at the famous Chrysler Bar – once frequented by the employees who
actually built their cars, right there at the joint next door. The pentastar is, and always was, deep in croweater culture.
So what started as a simple show n’ shine in All Chrysler Day and a casual drive of like-minded souls in the Mopar Megacruise, has now
evolved into an entire weekend of events. The long weekend now encompasses a Friday too – including barbies at the National Motor
Muesum, bus tours of all the historic sites and hot laps around the Bend or Mallala circuits, as well as a Meet ‘N Greet on the preceding
Friday night at the pub featuring guest speakers from the Chrysler community or CAL itself.
Inspired by the natural tradition of the Megacruise and its consistent attendance as a success, a change in philosophy by the club’s
executive towards the organisation of our annual meet in recent years has led to showday now morphing into more of an open day
model – rather than a competitive judged carshow with paid admission in the traditional sense. And while initially there were some
reservations about this new direction and attitude, it’s now pretty clear (especially in this age of Covid-19) that the club probably made
the right decisions at the right time, to remain flexible and sturdy in an otherwise increasingly challenged societal landscape.
The club also lost
another distinguished
member in Ben Martin
when unfortunately he
failed to recover from
heart surgery.

In 2004 we elected to move ACD 15 from Gleneagles to Patterson Reserve
at Felixstow. The theme chosen was All American Muscle and it proved to
be a landmark show. Our most successful in a number of respects for many
years. As the internet expanded into everyone’s life, Rob McCulloch created
the CCCSA’s first website.
In the following year the club was forced to take the show back to Gleneagles at
the last minute, much to the chagrin of the community who loved the previous
change-up at Payneham. The baseball club rescheduled their season’s games
on us and we suddenly were forced to go elsewhere. The theme chosen was
stripes and the event starred an immaculate Super Bee and a very audible S
series pro-stocker.
The seventeenth All Chrysler Day, with a spotlight on the VC Valiant, was again
held at Gleneagles in 2006 – although the club had started losing patience with
the landlords. Paul Cronin released the first of a series of All Chrysler Day
videos which were a fantastic success – and he became so accomplished that
he now works in multimedia for prestigious Street Machine magazine. Andrew
Radloff began an unexpected long tenure of eight years as head honcho.
With 2007, the CCCSA found a new space to assemble at the Model T Ford
clubrooms on Port Road at Croydon, where we’d been meeting and holding
our Historic Registartion Days until the new century. We also decided to move
house with our show too, and after an exhaustive quest for another suitable
venue we settled on the oval at Lockleys Primary School. The switch created
one of the biggest shows to date, the 2007 hardtops spotlight.
Things then went from strength to strength in 2008, with ACD 19 at Lockleys
themed as R/T Pacers and Chargers. In 2008 the CCCSA finally set up a new
reinvigorated website – a major improvement – with great success.
Our annual show in 2009 themed Commercials gave us our best crowd
attendance since Payneham. With 1,916 spectators walking through the gates,
the figure of 238 entries on the day was the most cars ever entered in the show,
and 235 cars would set the record for the most cars on the MegaCruise also.
Sadly, in May, one of the youngest members of the club, Jarrod Biagi was
fatally injured in a car accident just east of Lyndoch on the Barossa Valley Way.
Jarrod had been a member of the Chrysler Car Club for about three years,
having just turned nineteen.
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He and wife Jeanette
had been popular
members of the club
since February 2007.
Jarrod Biagi

Ben Martin

Meanwhile Adriana Kloss and Dave Heinrich took over the club magazine
Torqueback after Damian Tripodi’s outstanding ten year watch. And this is
how it has come to be what you are reading today.
The club remained steady for 2010. All Chrysler Day rolled on with the theme of
40 years of the VG Pacer and John Eckermann’s old ‘swiss-cheesed’ ute was
an absolute standout in a day of rumbling turtle wax.
The halfway stop of the famous Mopar MegaCruise of 2010 – with nearly
200 cars out – transformed the ghost town of Scotland Road back to its Mopar
heyday. Participants on the cruise arriving late found it hard to find a park,
but nobody minded – as the sight west towards South Road opened up like
a guard of honour. As drivers put their lights on into the setting sun, it was a
simply amazing vision nobody will ever forget. Folks still rave about it today,
more than a decade on. And being the first cruise around all of CAL’s historic
sites, designed by Damian Tripodi, it was an overwhelming success that
(for one year anyway) almost overshadowed the show! Most folks believe it
was this particular MegaCruise that really placed the drive on everybody’s
consciousness – marking it as famous as ACD itself, and now of course integral
to the entire weekend’s festivities. Sadly that year, the great Reg Whitmarsh
passed away.

JJEM Finance Solutions

The club celebrated 40 years of the VH and CH at the 2011 ACD. There were
some changes to the executive however with Kirstin, Cathy and Roy finally
pulling the pin. The club thanked them all for their incredible dedication over a
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neighbourhood watch

cmccsa- smasa combIned cruIse

saturday november 14, 2o2o

Greg Helbig, 2016

Richard Peake, 2017

Dave Whelan

Damian Tripodi

Iain Carlin

Andrew (Jaf) Staples

In November, the club purchases a project car, a white VC sedan – which is stored at Colin Fawkes’ place at Mitchell Park. Members are invited over on Sunday
afternoons to work on it. With the new millenium, Greg Helbig joins our growing little club. Smart Road Wreckers is the first local revhead business to officially
advertise in Torqueback. Future president and stalwart Iain Carlin joined the club in December 2000. In February 2001 the CCCSA finally vote in Historic Registration
and our first historic registrar is Dave Whelan – and our first historic registration of course was his ‘68 Phoenix. Sadly, Dave would pass away in 2018.
Perhaps proving potentially divisive a project, in December 2000 the club reluctantly sell the VC for $1500, after quite some agony looking for a suitable buyer. The
Charger Club finally fails and is wound up in 2001. After the fold, many of the Charger folks cross over to the CCCSA – and we gain quality people such as Richard
Peak to successfully hold a twelfth All Chrysler Day at Gleneagles.
For the first time this year the club undertakes a more deliberated campaign of promotion
and a much more concerted approach to publicising All Chrysler Day, beginning with what is
now a regular tradition – an official poster for print. All Chrysler Day at Gleneagles is themed
30 Years of the Charger and Dave Pollard takes out the best of show with his orange R/T
VH Charger. Another icon of the modern CCCSA – future Life Member Damian Tripodi,
takes out his first subscription at the end of 2001.
In 2003, All Chrysler Day 13 has a spotlight on the 40th Anniversary of CAL and for the
first time, the cruise which acts as a precursor to the main show day on Sunday is formally
named and advertised as the All Chrysler Day Mopar MegaCruise. The shape of things to
come. Plus all round good guy Paul Cronin joins the club. In this same year, the extremely
well-connected and informed Jaf becomes our Events Coordinator for the next few years.
Cathy Groot also finally joined the CCCSA proper.

Dave Pollard’s award-winning VH R/T E38 in 2001

so long old frIend
Vale IAN TRAEGER
It is with great sadness that the CCCSA announce the
passing of Ian Traeger.
A longtime member of the club, Ian was a Valiant man
through and through (as well as a diehard Carlton Blues
fan) – and a regular on the ACF committee.
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This year he actually was our contact for former CAL
engineer Paul Cain, a guest speaker at this year’s ACF
Meet and Greet – so a minute’s silence was observed
at the Friday night event. A 30 second engine-roar was
also celebrated at the beginning of this year’s Mopar
MegaCruise, led by close friend Cathy Groot in Ian’s car.
Andrew Ingleton remarked at the March monthly meeting
how he recently saw Ian at Coffee ‘N Chrome – where
he was determined ‘not to miss out on another Mopar
fix’ – even if it meant he had to be pushed around in a
wheelchair. The president advised the members that Ian
was in good spirits and looked well.
Sadly, on the night of March 8, he passed away at
Flinders Medical Centre. Ian’s partner Debbie said he
went peacefully around 11pm with his sister attending,
and that his family had been there during the afternoon.
Cathy revealed the sad news to the Chrysler community on social media the next morning:
“ Sadly, the Chrysler Community lost one of its own last night... He will be hugely missed by his children, his family, his ex wife, all his
friends, and myself. We are all shattered at his passing from cancer. Ian we all love you and will desperately miss you. Riding your VF through
Mopar heaven with the angels now. Rest in peace, babe. Mopar or No Car.”
Jason Rowley also declared “I hope Ian is now driving that VF V8 like he stole it.” We all know he is!
Our sincere condolences to Ian’s family and friends. The CCCSA will make a donation to the Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer and a special
one-off memorial trophy for the best VF was awarded to Steve of Mt Gambier at All Chrysler Day this year – in his memory. Rest in peace, mate.
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Meanwhile the first “Chrysler Super Cruise” was held by the CCCSA, inviting all of the Chrysler car clubs in Adelaide, on a Saturday night from Kmart Anzac
Highway finishing at Henley Pizza Hut. This is arguably a precursor to the first Mopar MegaCruise as we now know it.

sea and vines

horndale wInery

sunday november 8, 2o2o
As the world began to take its first few tentative steps out into the world again, last November the club went for a cruise through
the Adelaide Hills to Horndale Winery and Distillery at Reynella. The weather was a little overcast but the sun managed to shine
through to make for a beautiful day.
A special thankyou to Phil our host at the winery for a fantastic lunch and to Duncan Kaye for our complimentary dessert. As well
as the free raffle that saw five lucky people go away with some lovely Hordale Tawny Ports. A special thankyou to all that came
and to new members who relsihed enjoying a cruise (and social side of the club) again.
– Damian

Peter Diamantikou said of Shane O’Hara’s famous black CH hardtop custom – “this was considered the best ever done hardtop of its time, possibly the best Valiant in the mid 80’s”. It certainly blew the editor’s
mind when he first saw it at Hot Adelaide in 1989 – inspiring his passion for hardtops. This iconic car is now owned by Shane Sullivan and resides in New Zealand.

By June 1994 the “Chrysler Car Club” had officially added the suffix “..of
SA” to its name. The modern Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or
CCCSA is born. The new CCCSA finally held it’s first truly own show, the
“fifth” All Chrysler Day at Camden Park in 1994. The R & S Series Valiant
Club first entered a club display. This was the notorious year the temporary
fences disappeared overnight (somebody stole them all) which is why the
show was moved to Gleneagles in the next year.
In 1995 we moved ACD from Camden to Gleneagles Reserve for the
“sixth” All Chrysler Day, although our second solo dig didn’t get off to
a good start either, as we were padlocked out of the venue first thing
in the morning.
Club icon and good bloke Craig “Froggy” Goulding joined the club. Also
shortly after the AGM, Andrew Kloot first came along to the CCCSA.

Froggy Golding, 2012

Andrew Kloot, 2018

Jason Rowley, 2019

For 1996, All Chrysler Day continued at Gleneagles while the Charger Club of SA also organised the Valiant Charger 25th Anniversary show in 1996 there although it really taxed the Charger club. Club stalwart Jason Rowley joined the CCCSA and we’ve been lucky to have him so prominent in the club ever since.
Once a bigger club than the CCCSA in the mid 1990s, things were lagging for the Charger Club of SA. In an effort to revive their following, they start doing more
combined runs with us in 1997. At the same time, the CCCSA end the dual membership arrangement with SMASA.
Now firmly established at Gleneagles, around this time All Chrysler Day emerges as the premier Mopar event of the year with the much-respected SA chapter
of the Chrysler Restorers attending. Life member couple Chris and Dianne Hastwell joined the club in March. Where would we be today without them? Ian
Mugford takes up the club newsletter which is first coined Torqueback and the great man Charles Lee joins the club. Father of Wayne and Ian, Reg Whitmarsh
completes the full circle by assuming the presidency of the car club his kids virtually built. In 1998 All Chrysler Day continued at Gleneagles, while things were
looking really bleak for the Charger and the Coupe clubs. Many of our members were associated with and involved with both these fellow clubs.

BAROSSA
BAROSSA VALLEY
VALLEY
Di and Chris Hastwell, 2019

Charles Lee, 2018

Steve deWit, 2013

John Eckermann (right) meets Leo Geoghegan (left), 2011

The first edition of Torqueback came out in January 1998. Future life member
Steve deWit joins. The Western Districts Rugby Club (our landlords at
Gleneagles) formally complain about club members doing burnouts at Gleneagles
Reserve. The club begins a long saga of investigation and posturing for qualifying
to offer the Historic Registration scheme to our members. This will turn out to be
an attractive incentive to folks in other ailing Chrysler clubs around us. Quite a
contrast to ten years earlier when the club had nearly wound up. Good bloke John
Eckermann joins in late 1999.
While fellow clubs are struggling to keep afloat around us, our show has now
gained great prestige and begins awarding much-coveted trophies. George Kollis
and his legendary white VF hardtop is the first entrant ever voted as Best of Show
– although the nature of trophy competition will change and evolve throughout the
life of the event. The Chrysler Coupe Club finally folds in 2000. With the demise of
that club, many of the hardtoppers gravitated to the CCCSA.
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Arguably one of the finest of its kind, George Kollis’ VF hardtop would win numerous trophies at All
Chrysler Day throughout the 1990s and 2000s. And it would make history as the CCCSA’s first ever
Best of Show – not once, but twice!
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doubletake

all the rIght REasons cruIse

sunday november 8, 2o2o
At ACF 2020, the CCCSA had intended to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the release of the Australian HEMI SIX motor and
the Pacer models (starring the face of Sir Stirling Moss) it would first be revealed in – themed All The Right Reasons, after the
legendary advertising campaign. Until the Covid-19 pandemic put the kibosh on everything.
Then, not long after when the show was meant to be, the world heard of the sudden passing of the great man – who always held a
soft spot for little old Adelaide and its Valiants, too.
So as soon as the faintest hint of any normality started to creep back in to life,
Jason Rowley decided to organise a Claytons event. A run he once again coined
For All the Right Reasons – from Tonsley, past Lonsdale down to the Southern
beaches where Stirling had once filmed all the Pacer and Hemi Six PR.
Sure it was never going to be a full-blown show like we had counted upon, but
it did signify our first return to some normality following a time of lockdowns,
quarantines and employment impacts.
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So the club organised a meet at Tonsley on the morning of a sunny November
Sunday, departing for a late lunch at the Deep Blue Café at Moana. Of course
we still had to observe all the Covid-19 hygiene and spacing recommendations.
But, although we only had 50 seats available for a preordered lunch, the turnout
of nearly a hundred odd cars was huge, considering.
Car shows were finally back at last!

Miss Chrysler on Rustin Chivell’s VC, All Chrysler Day 1991

– Damian

13

In early 1984 Ian Whitmarsh followed his brother up country and left the club
– and as Roy Bussey says, “…when the Whitmarshes left to go up north,
half the club went with them.” There was a new president elected at the
1984 AGM named Peter Fields who worked at the Cathedral Hotel in North
Adelaide, which led to meetings being held there. And although central to most
members, the club’s numbers soon dropped off because it was difficult to find
a park. The CMV tried a couple of other pubs including the Tonsley Hotel (as
many members worked at CAL next door) where the famous Chrysler Bar is
now, before the club eventually settled on regularly meeting at the Queens
Arms Hotel in 1985.
By 1986 the club had begun to flounder somewhat, dwindling to about 90
members. Alan Songer took over the reigns of a shaky organisation while
Adrian Cornish became the new secretary/treasurer. Adrian was a popular
bloke who operated a wreckers at Gawler and was well known for his big block
Charger – and apparently an impressive collection of other muscle cars in his
shed too. Sadly, he passed away in 2014.
At the July 1986 AGM, Roy Bussey became president – the last time the club
was to meet at the Cathedral Hotel. “Shortly after I had taken over, I had to
find a new venue. As we had arrived at the Cathedral Hotel for our meeting
only to find it had been closed for not paying it’s taxes.” Roy adds, “So we
took our meeting up the road to the Queens Arms.” According to the first club
magazine which started in 1986, the meeting place finally settled upon was
the Prince Albert Hotel in Wright Street, where we stayed until we moved
to the Gleneagles Rugby Club rooms. In the second issue of the newsletter
(not yet called Torqueback) there is an article by Steve Fraser entitled
Chrysler Mallala Day 1986, in which he gives an account of a time trials day
at Mallala that November, featuring the times of everyone who took part in it.
Roy Houweling recounts, “Somewhere in there, no later than 1987, we hired
Mallala for a time trial day. It was great! We had a ball. This was the days
before insurances went crazy. I reckon it cost the club $200 for the day and I
had to go get the keys from Clem Smith.”
1987 was a landmark year for the very first All Chrysler Day, along with the
emergence of Roy Bussey in the club’s executive and the arrival of Adrian
Cummings. An expanded new-look committee took over the CMV which

John Koznedelev, 2016

Adrian Cummings, 2014

officially renamed itself the Chrysler Car Club (however note: not Chrysler Car
Club of SA). The ‘first’ All Chrysler Day at Daws Road High School in 1987 was
organised by Shane and Jan O’Hara of Nationwide Performance. In fact, the
first few shows (although not officially an All Chrysler Day by the club) were
actually organised by the O’Haras through the club as a commercial PR venture.
John Koznedelev first joined up this year. And the club began a close
association with SMASA – having a delegate there to arrange dual membership
packages (that made it cheaper to be in the Chrysler Car Club) which seemed
to have enticed folks back to our club. Shaun Dew and Horrie Gretch were
our first delegates, when Andrew and Jason Maros joined the club. Roy
Houweling elaborates “I know there was a couple of years when we were in the
Queens Arms that Andrew Maros, Jason Maros, Steve Brough and co came
along.” Andrew said of those days, “...back then it was all about drag racing –
and members like Shane O’Hara and Janine Robertson (his future wife) were
behind the club”, as Shane had taken over as the Adelaide agent for Direct
Connection, before later going out on his own as Nationwide Performance.
Andrew continues. “A few of us were also tied up with the Monaro Club and
there was some crazy shit that went on.”
After a few years as remote member in New Zealand, Colin Fawke moved
to Adelaide in 1988 and started attending meetings in person. His daughter
Kirstin MacDonald (nee Fawke) also came along with him, although she
wouldn’t officially join until 1990 – and didn’t get her licence until 1993. Once
again Nationwide Performance funded the ‘second’ All Chrysler Day at Daws
Road High School in 1988 through the club. This year many members also
attended SMASA’s South Oz Show N Shine, which became the Hot Adelaide
shows. A strong sports and drag-racing persuasion continued to dominate the
club during these years.
While technically 1987 was the year of the ‘first’ and 1988 the ‘second’ of the
unofficial All Chrysler Days, it appears there were some years before (1981,
1982, 1984, 1985) and after (1989) when there was no All Chrysler Day
(official or unofficial) at all. This also makes sense as the Hot Adelaide shows –
curated by a growing SMASA – turned out to be giant shows which completely
monopolised the entire scene in SA during this era. And as a membership we
were more preoccupied with our involvement in those.

Andrew Maros continues his passion for Mopar motorsport today.

Kirstin McDonald

The Chrysler Coupe Club was founded in 1989 by Kym and Sophie Hanniford with Cathy Groot (nee Kotka), because they envisioned a club exclusively for
coupes and hardtops (and of course our club by this time had become for everything). Shane O’Hara’s black CH hardtop would cause a sensation at Hot Adelaide
back in the day, packed with a 340, two 4 BBLs and an impeccable crushed velour interior. It was actually his new wife Janine’s car, a present. Along with Kym
Hanniford’s well known dark brown Chrysler by Chrysler with a cream roof and coachlines. Apparently there was no All Chrysler Day in 1989, but late in the year the
South Oz Show N’Shine was attended by the CCC and Coupe clubs in a combined display.
Kym Hanniford also instigated a new version of a Charger club, the Charger Club of SA (1990- 2001) as “he was sick of Charger owners wanting to join the Coupe
club.” Colin and Kirstin attended the first meeting that Kym held to discuss the creation of this club and to see how much interest there was. This new Charger Club will
eventually boom temporarily, particularly during the presidency of Barry Geue – who would later leave our club to do so, but rejoin the new CCCSA later afterwards.
Sadly, in 1990 Wayne Whitmarsh passed away far too soon after a tragic farming accident.
As we can deduce from later posters, the “first” official All Chrysler Day (ACD1) would not
actually happen until Easter 1990 at Daws Road High School, Pasadena – however still
funded by Nationwide Performance. A “second” All Chrysler Day (ACD 2) would also be
presented by the O’Haras at Daws Road again at Easter the following year in 1991. And while
eventually it did go ahead, persistent murmurs that Hot Adelaide 2 might not be happening
in 1992 prompted the O’Haras as a safeguard to join forces again with the club to put on a
“third” All Chrysler Day (ACD3) at Pasadena over Easter 1992. Come 1993 and the CCCSA
continued to attend SMASA’s Hot Adelaide 3 in January with a club display – but this would
be for the last time. Minutes during this time continue to repeatedly infer the club’s ambitions
to host a show of its own.

Cathy Groot, and Dani Meter, 2019
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Andy Radloff, 2016

Soon after in 1993 the “fourth” All Chrysler Day (ACD 4) was held once again at Daws Road
High School – the last show to be produced by the O’Haras. The Coupe Club and the Charger
Club attended the show – and ever since we have continued to event it ourselves from this
year. As in late 1993, the CCCSA took over all the organisation of ACD because the O’Haras
were pulling out and didn’t want to organise them anymore.
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lockdown alternatives
lego wrx

allevIatIng revhead boredom
No driving? No problem.
Photographer and Audi fan Dominic Fraser has used his time off the road to recreate classic Quattro rally moments, brick by
brick, using Lego.
See more at: www.instagram.com/_fraser73.

Brian Deeks

Shane Drury
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Roy Bussey
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On the road to Barmera 1980

Alan Songer, 1980

Adrian Cornish

Louise McCauley with daughter Sharon-Marie sitting on her VG hardtop, 1985.

Roy Houweling, 2017

Wayne Whitmarsh had to cut his presidency short when he left Adelaide in late 1981, but his brother Ian took over the reigns from 1982. Don Acland replaced
Alan Songer as secretary/treasurer during the swapover. Roy Bussey first joined the CMV in 1983 when they were still meeting at the scout hall at Giles
Plains opposite the Holden Hill police station. In early 1983 the CMV held probably its first bigger scale Chrysler show at Camden Park, although it wasn’t an
official All Chrysler Day. Reportedly there were two 6-pack 340 Chargers from the factory there. Colin Francis recalled meeting Shane Drury at the CMV
with his Chrysler drag car there.
Don Acland recalls that there was a successful film night after the Camden show, and the club held a lottery
throughout the year where First Prize was a “year’s supply of beer” which was actually a trailer load of 365
stubbies he had to store at his flat. Very challenging, when you live in a flat with two other young bachelors. Around
the time of his 21st, Don even painted the door of his flat with the CMV logo.
And he had to ward off mates like other notable members including Brian Deeks and Geoff Moller. ‘Flagon Geoff’
was quite a character and owned a mint VH Pacer. Brian owned Southern Exhausts down at Lonsdale and with
his mate Mike Kemry converted a Charger into a ute. Mike was a very creative engineer who did lots of oddball
builds, including a 4WD convertible VG coupe. Brian’s distinctive Charger ‘pickup’ was powered by a worked 273
with a trick trans kit, and according to Derek Hobbs went like a shower of the proverbial. Ian’s shooting mate
Archie Cowie was also around, with several folks describing him as “a wild man”.
Jay Young also remembers going to some meetings at this time, and corroborates the names Flagon Geoff
and Adrian Cornish. “I have some photos of a Chrysler show at Camden park around 1984ish…” recalling in
particular as a standout “a black 440 powered Dodge (of Adrian Cornish).”

“It’s what’s on the inside that counts”
CHrYsLer speCIaLIsts
Don Acland, 2018

• Full Re-Trims • Head Linings
• Steering Wheel Re-covering • Carpets & Door Trims
InterIors & soft-tops

• Full Restorations • Seat & Foam Repairs • Carpets
• Vinyl Welding • Leather Trim • Custom Soft-Tops
Seat BeltS & ReStRaintS

• Seat Belt Supply, Service & Repairs
• Classic Car / Compliance Fitments

• Restraint & Anchor Point Installation
4 Deacon ave, Richmond Sa 5033 • p: 8292 2500 • e: sales@willshire.com.au

www.willshire.com.au
The CMV out to dinner at the Hotel Enfield, circa 1982. Backrow; Wayne Whitmarsh far left, Steve Curtis second from left, Ian Whitmarsh third from left with Archie Cowie (in a headlock), fifth from left: Ross
Williams looking left, Clive Wilson in the check shirt, Allen Reid in shirt and jacket third from right. Frontrow; Barbara Whitmarsh first far left, Alan Songer, thirdfrom left Sue Gallas, fourth from left Sonya Williams,
Peter Williams with his arm up (Clive’s hand on his shoulder) and a Graham ? second from right.
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Experience the
Schinella Style of Service

from hoons to hIStorIc
The year is 1977. Tonsley Park and Lonsdale are in full flight, integral to the local community. Valiants of all kinds were as common
as SUVs are on our roads today – while Chargers and Sandmans would have been the ricers that younger folks aspire to drive now.
Everyone could afford gas for a V8, manuals were the standard tranny – cheaper than an ‘exotic’ automatic, custom lettering was
the fashion for licence plates, and it was long before random breath testing.

BUY | SELL | RENT

8294 4484

The teenage brothers Ross and Peter Williams, and
their good friend Steve Curtis, didn’t know it then but
undoubtedly would become the founders of the modern
CCCSA. Many of their mates all owned Chargers and
congregated at the Williams’ family home in Holden
Hill – to tinker in the shed and talk Mopar over a “few”
beers. Although Steve Curtis didn’t live there, he jokes
that he may as well have.

AgencyAvenue
SCHINELLAS

LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENTS | RLA 236426 |

SCHINELLAS.COM.AU | 63 TAPLEYS HILL ROAD GLENELG NORTH

Soon enough, the Williams’ residence becomes a
meeting place for Charger and Valiant ‘hoons’ from
all over Adelaide. Amazingly, Steve Curtis is still a
member of the club today.
In June 1977, shortly after Ross’ 18th birthday, Peter,
Ross and Steve form a club they formally name the
Charger Club. They elect Ronny Tapp as the first
president because he was supposedly “older and
more responsible”, well “at least enough to organise
cruises and meetings.” Steve took the dual role of
Treasurer/Secretary and there was no Vice President
as such – because there were not enough members to
require it at this stage.

Steve Curtis and Ross Williams

Peter Williams

Far from the family-friendly and politically correct ways of today, all being so young, the first Charger Club were quite rebellious hellraisers. Purportedly there
were lots of burnouts, lots of drinking and they didn’t mind the odd fight. They drove hard and partied even harder.
By 1978 the club was beginning to evolve into much more of a formal and organised group – enjoying cruises to Monash and Barmera. Early members
included Brett Staker, Tony Hannam, Tony Giles, Ian Fowles, Robert Baskerfield, Dave Hockley, Errol Hockley, Burke Uecker and Robert Tebeck.
At one stage in the early club there were two silver R/Ts, a Hemi orange big tank E38, a blond olive E38, a hot mustard E49, a red E55, a yellow E48 and
an ex-police pursuit Charger painted black. Steve summarised, “And the rest were a mixture of all sorts. So you can see why we named it the Charger Car
Club to start with.”
Wayne and Ian Whitmarsh, while not actually the true founders of the
club from day one – probably have become so spiritually. As in 1980 it
was they who instigated the evolution of the Charger Club into becoming
the Chrysler Modified Vehicles club.
No-one recalls exactly when the Williams brothers first met the Whitmarsh
brothers, but the association was probably first made through dad Reg
Whitmarsh (who would later become a stalwart of the CCCSA too) from
the days when both sets of boys went to the same boy scouts.
Peter, Wayne, Tony Giles, and some others started going camping
together to places like Cobdogla. Wayne drove an AP6 while Ian and
Tony owned Chargers. At the end of 1979, the popular Whitmarsh
brothers had officially joined – and the club started to regularly go off on
camping cruises to places like Kingston Flat. Apparently they were epic
weekends away!

976 South Rd
Edwardstown
08 8297 6055
www.bridgestoneselect.com.au

Wayne Whitmarsh

Ian Whitmarsh

In 1980, Peter Williams introduced Roy Houweling to the club. Roy was still in
highschool, and remembers first going to a mini show n’shine at the old Scout
Hall behind the Gilles Plains Shopping Centre where there were 20 or so cars.
Roy vividly remembers a bloke with an amazing black 360 powered ’67
Charger at this show – which later turned out to belong to Adrian Cornish. Roy
continues “I remember going on a run to Birdwood Oval and there were a lot of
cars there – probably went one third around the oval parked side to side.” Alan
Songer was the earliest committee person that he remembers at the meetings
at Gilles Plains.
At that same ‘open day’ at Gilles Plains High School, an early member by the
name of Colin Francis first invited his friend Louise Boden (later McCauley)
along. While many members had wives and girlfriends who used to come along
to club functions, Louise would eventually become the club’s first female member.
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About to set off to Monash from Tea Tree Plaza, 1980
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COMING EVENTS

Event					Date/Time				Location
Cruise to Gilberts Motor Museum			
Sunday May 16, 10:00 am				
Gilberts Motor Museum Strathalbyn,
										34-36 High St, Strathalbyn
Before the weather turns nasty and settles into winter, a cruise to Gilberts Motor Museum at Strathalbyn would settle the winter blues. We will meet at Chrome in the Valley…

Kernewek Lowender Cavalcade of Cars			

Sunday May 23, 8:00 am				

Wallaroo SA

This event is one of the biggest gatherings of classic vehicles outside the Bay to Birdwood Classic. all entry details can be found here - https://www.kernewek.org/classiccavalcadeofcars

CCCSA June 2020 Monthly Meeting			

Tuesday June 1, 7:30pm				

West Adelaide Football Club, Richmond

Monthly Meeting - come and join and chat to fellow Chrysler enthusiasts. Visitors welcome. Meetings are informal and friendly. Covid-19 pandemic restrictions currently apply

Please note:
At the May 2021 monthly meeting, the club membership voted to DISCONTINUE publishing the MOPAR CALENDAR in Torqueback, as the
information is now more readily available on the club’s website and Facebook page, as well as regular SMS bulletins. Therefore, this will be the
last installment of this feature and will no longer appear from next issue. Thankyou.

In 2019, she began offering what she calls Keepsake Memory Services – packages featuring self- and family portraiture. Her most popular commissons within
these offerings include maternity, newborn and indoor family portraits.
In particular, she concentrates on what she promotes as an ‘in home lifestyle family or newborn session’.
“The style of newborn and family photography that I specialise in is Lifestyle Sessions. Lifestyle photography is a kind of photography that mainly aims to
capture a portrait of people in situations, real-life events or milestones – in an artistic manner and the art of the everyday.”
“The primary goal is to tell stories about people’s lives or to inspire people in different times. Rather than very posed shots, I love to capture the relationship
between each other, parents and siblings.” That sounds very cool.
You really do have to be able to relate to your subject.
And she’s not precious about how she sets up her shoots either. She is quite candid about how she is more than willing to hear any ideas from her client and
work with them.“I am happy to incorporate any ideas you might have! Feel free to incorporate any special family quilts, heirlooms or baby blankets that
you would like to use in the photos.”
A good artist (which here means a good service) should contemplate and assimilate everything in and around the making of their art.
More along the lines of her own demographic, Mary also is renown for her engagement and couple portraits.
And with her special events packages, you can always choose your photography coverage.
“Some people want the moments full of anticipation, others are all about the party,
moments with friends and dancing the night away. Some people want it all! While
others are happy with just the intimate moments. During every consultation –
whether it be a baptism, first birthday, 21st or any other kind of celebration – I’ll
happily work you through the stages of your needs, and capture moments, working
within your budget.”
But what we revheads would probably most like to know about is all about her
automotive photography. Yes, Mary does what she terms Golden Hour shoots of
your car, within 50km of the CBD. All photographs will be provided to the client at
full resolution. Watermarked and un-watermarked images will be provided for online
or print use, along with colour and black and white images. All bookings must have a
deposit to secure booking. And prices are subject to change per client.
You can find Mary on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/maryheathphoto and
on Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/maryheathphoto/
Drop her a line to get a quote on one of her awesome packages. Tell her the CCCSA
sent you...
Thanks Mary for all of your help and support with Torqueback over the years.
We love your photos!
– Dave H
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PRICE ALEXANDER MOTORS
Phone: 08 8271 4330

Steve Manuel
Complete Engine Bay Restorations
Engine Overhauls
Brake, Steering and Suspension Specialist
Classic Car Specialist
(Including all make of Chryslers)
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valiant cars.
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dave HeInrIch IntervIews...

PARTS FOR SALE

mary heath
Producing a magazine is a huge and on-going team effort. Over the years, Torqueback has
been extremely fortunate to garner the gracious help and support of some really talented
creatives – including photographers, automotive artists, writers – and experts alike, from
within and without both the CCCSA itself and the Mopar community all around Oz.

S-Series doors, guards,
bonnet & boot
– Duncan Kaye
0418 902 855

For me, in particular, it’s the pics which can make or break any magazine...
One of the first photographers to ever generously offer their incredible art to this little car club
zine all those years ago is a classy lady by the name of Mary Heath. Mary is a very hip cat (with
an obvious flair for retro and punk cool) and a natural beauty (who does a bit of modelling
herself) so she obviously knows her aesthetics and style. But more importantly Ms Heath has
a wonderful eye for composition and an innate sense for capturing the lines of a classic car
with how the light plays on them.
Making part of her living doing wedding and portrait commissions, Mary has remained a
regular contributor to Torqueback since she started out – and her lightburns are always wellcrafted – and always quality. She commands my respect.
Today I’m glad to say that Mary Heath is my friend. I might be biased then, but
when I think of her photography in Torqueback I see her visions as not only
isolated captures of a time and place – say documenting an All Chrysler Day,
but also as accomplished pieces of fine art – celebrating the history and culture
of the cars we love and the people around them. Being a cool chick – who digs
Mopar herself (Mary has been restoring a Galant), she really understands
classic and custom cars, appreciating the scene we all orbit. And she’s able
to translate all that into an image, and consistently nail it – with skill and flair.
Her photos are powerful memory keys.
Photography has always been a huge role in Mary’s life and has been a strong
passion of hers for the past eleven or so years. Born and raised in Adelaide,
Mary photographs portraiture, events, landscapes, weddings and more.
She spends her weekdays in Early Childhood Education, but enjoys weekends
working away on her images. She says,“I enjoy watching people grow and
also love being in the great outdoors under the stars – making memories
with everyone I meet...”
Located in SA, Mary creates personalised quotes for anyone’s individual
needs. And you can always email her directly for a personalised quote.
Just one look at her website maryheathphoto.weebly.com will demonstrate
how varied and wide her explorations into photography are – but she has a
particular penchant for human subjects.
“I am a freelance and self taught photographer. It is so exciting to be able to
capture couples getting engaged, pregnancies, newborns, and families, and
the great outdoors. Australia is an amazing country. I can’t wait to meet you
and to work with you and your family!”
So what started out as a hobby has grown into a fully professional practice.

And her work has since been duly recognised.
After initially having one of her photographs published by Channel 10 as their
Weather Photo in 2015, she has now exhibited her work at the Port Adelaide
Canal Shopping Centre in 2015, the RAW Adelaide Expo in Novemeber
2017, and the Little Cafe on Churchill Photo Expo in 2018.

Set of 4 jelly bean mags
2 x 7” & 2 x 8”
$500
– Dete Sekulla
0408 812 555

Set of E49 air cleaners,
chrome,
new repro $500
– Richard Peak
0418 831 283

PARTS WANTED
CM Base model interior.
Also looking for spare wheel
for CM (cheap one)
– Suzannah
0421 899 704

VH/VJ/VK Bonnet
in good condition
– Rob
0438 725 701

CARS WANTED

VF/VG Bonnet
in good condition and VG grille
– Dennis Mitchell
0413 244 678

–

–

CARS FOR SALE

VH seat belt stalks
black or tan/brown
– Billy
0402 915 575

Please note:
At the May 2021 monthly meeting, the club membership voted to DISCONTINUE publishing the latest BUY, SELL & SWAP book entries in
Torqueback, due to social media replacing much of this function, resulting in a lack of participation. A reality also that most listings had typically
become out-of-date by the time each magazine was out anyway – making it redundant. Therefore, this will be the last installment of this feature
and will no longer appear from next issue. Thankyou.

After starting her working life as a hairdresser, in 2018 Mary began studying for
a Diploma in Childhood Education to continue on with her dayjob as an Early
Childhood Educator. These studies have affected her availability somewhat,
but her first passion is still photography and you can still book her to do a
shoot. You’ll just have to plan well ahead by giving her at least a month’s notice
of your inquiry – and there may be a lead time between three to eight weeks.
Hey, if you want somebody who’s good, find somebody who is busy.
Mary will go out on location witin the Adelaide metro area, where she can offer
a number of different packages. She also offers print services and extra images.
Her busiest work today is in wedding photography.
Mary offers full and half day services in spring, summer, autumn and
winter. And for her, photojournalling any matrimony event is “...more then
just photographs.” So, “I tailor itineraries to work with you. Each couple
is uniquely different, that’s why I have packages for those small intimate
weddings, or for larger families to come together and make a day of it.”
She elaborates, “Behind the scenes I always carry at least two cameras with
me. I run around like a crazy person, but behind the lens I can see the magic
unfold. Each wedding I never guarantee how many images you’ll receive
back, as it depends on the length yof time ou have hired me for, plus the
amount of guests, location, weather and time frame.”
You can tell she cares about her customer.
And she really cares about what she does.
“I keep wedding images for two years, after that they are deleted. It costs a
lot of money to be able to run my set up, to have multiple hard drives, then
along with storing them somewhere. I make sure all my clients are aware
of this and this is why I highly recommend purchasing a personalised
Photo Album...” – one of the more popular features she offers in several
of her packages.
As well as “..and having your images printed through my services. Digital
images do not last a lifetime, unlike film and negatives. We can only do our
best to preserve them, so don’t let your images just be another Facebook
status or on a USB collecting dust. Get them printed so they can be passed
down to your future family!”
Right on.

A.P.R. REMOVALS
A N D

S T O R A G E

Peter Karapetis
0417 819 451
AH (08) 8373 1388
Over 17 Years Experience
•Antiques and Storage A Specialty
•Houses •Flats •Units •Of fices •Schools

Sounds like a serious photographer. And I appreciate a serious artist...
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maltese cross
VICE PRESIDEnT's report

So, here I am on a warm Saturday morning,
finding myself standing on top of the power
of having my own editorial to unleash on my
fellow Moparians, and it’s a good feeling!
Since it’s my first outing as VP in this fine
publication, I’ll use the opportunity as a bit of
an intro.
Of course, some of you may be familiar with
my musings from previous editions, where I’ve
interviewed a variety of car-loving-folks, and
spoken about some of my past travels, but
somehow this all feels more official!
Interestingly, it’s not my first foray in the written
word. As I used to be a stalwart of University
newspaper On Dit in the 90s, and then moved
on to bigger and brighter things with Rip It Up
Magazine... some of you may have even read
my work!
In any case, it’s great to be given the opportunity
to rant about whatever I like, knowing it’ll be
published without the drain of having a barrage
of online comments agreeing or disagreeing.
There’s something to be said of curated art!
Anyway, enough about me, let’s talk more
about… me!
For those who don’t know, I’m the eccentric long
haired, moustachioed guy who joined the CCCSA
with my desert orange Galant, a car my dad
bought new in 1975, and now have added a VF
770 and a CH CxC to my stable.
I’ve always been a car fan – my parents picked
up a sweet collection of Hot Wheels cars before
I was even born, and I’ve been playing with
spanners and sockets since I was able to pick
them up. I still relish my time getting out into the
shed at every opportunity. Mopars have been in
my family since before I was born too, not only
with my Galant, but my uncles and grandparents
having a variety including an S Series, AP5,
Centura, and even a Charger or two.

If only they’d kept some of those…
There’s been others too, including a healthy (?)
obsession with Mitsubishi V6s (it’s a Galant
thing…) and more recently Subarus. And I’ve
had the pleasure through my work of driving an
exceptionally high number of different cars (no,
I’m not a Jeremy Clarkson aide, but I do travel
lots for work, and get to hire a variety of cars).
I’m proud to say that I’ve also had the pleasure
of driving on a bunch of different tracks around
the world too, including Monaco, Le Mans,
Nurburgring, Hockenheim, Bonneville and
have visited Daytona and Charlotte too. And
of course, The Bend, most recently in my little
Galant for the opening day of our Adelaide
Chrysler Fest.
I really wanted to take the Gal up there, even
though it’s only a 4-cylinder and the baby of
my family, but with a stiff suspension, short
wheelbase, and tidy tune unleashing its 100HP
with only 900kg of weight, it’s a decent force on
the track and easily kept pace with Rick’s 300
SRT, and only had subtle threats from Marco’s
AP on the main straight. Loads of fun!
In fact, the whole weekend was spectacular. The
weather was on point, the events were loads of
fun, and all that pent up energy from limited car
events over the disaster of 2020 meant everyone
was out for a good time!
The MegaCruise was loads of fun, even if we
had to endure the afternoon heat of Tonsley’s
west carpark, but the cruise itself was awesome
through the hills and down to Northpark – where
it was great to see the car park full of fine
machines with the sun setting in the background.
The main day at Gaza was fantastic too, with
a simplified approach to the day taken by the
committee (for fear of needing to cancel at the last
minute, as we had to last year), resulting in a relaxed
and spectacular event. I scored a bargain on some
rubber seals for my VF, enjoyed a few brews in
the club house, and admired the best gathering of
mighty Chargers ever seen in Adelaide.

Kudos to the team for putting it all together!
Now, to see if we can top it off in Chugtober with
the celebration of Chargers planned…
And so here is where I may leave my musings for
this issue. There’s plenty to enjoy in this edition’s
retrospective, and there’ll be more to be said on
our sensational Festival in the next issue, so I’m
looking forward to that.
I’m also really looking forward to a continued
return to normal, though I say so with caution.
As I mentioned before, I travel a lot for work,
so am constantly dealing with an international
market, and the situation for our brothers and
sisters overseas is nothing short of dire.
A few car friends in the US have started enjoying
events again too, but it’s much less than what
we’ve been able to enjoy, and Europe has a big
dark cloud hanging still (and not just because it’s
still winter there).
It definitely helps me to appreciate what we have
here and relish the fact that I can take my mighty
Chrysler by Chrysler out every day.
But more on my eccentricities next time… until
then, keep it Mopar!
– Luke

A thorn with two roses...
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a trailer on holidays. In 1971 he was able to go
onto the CAL executive fleet system and we had a
procession of Valiant Regal wagons from VH to VK
through the heydays of the 70s. I was one of five
kids, so dad would always order them with the dickie
seat in the middle of the buckets. That means that
there was three in the front, three in the back, and
one rolling around in the back of the wagon.

Believe it or not... but this would have to be the
first Torqueback magazine that we have produced
since I became president!
A world pandemic has slowed us down but it’s not
enough to kill our love of Chrysler.
Many of you I know well through my time as Vice
President, but for those that don’t get the opportunity to
come to club meetings or I haven’t had the opportunity
to get to know you, here is a little bit more about
myself. I was born in December 1963 and in January
1964 my father commenced work with Chrysler
Australia Ltd as a Mechanical Engineer. Dad grew
up on a farm in Dimboola, Victoria, in the Wimmera
district, where the tractor was a Massey Harris and
the truck, a Dodge. Dodge trucks and Valiant cars
were the accepted standard for the Ingleton family
purchased from Wilson Bolton in Horsham.
Dad bought an AP6 in Adelaide when they were
released, and a few years later bought the Wheels
car of the year, a VE Valiant Regal, with a 273 V8.
The Valiant was perfect for a large family towing

My mother’s side of the family was also involved
in cars with much of my childhood spent at my
grandfathers wrecking yard on weekends and
school holidays. I was dismantling motors by the
time I was ten. Dad bought mum a silver VH 770
charger with a three speed floor shift. He always
justified it by saying it was perfect if he ever needed
to do a quick trip to Dimboola. That was the car I did
my learners test in. The Motor Reg officer failed my
driving test twice – and I’m sure it was all based on
the car I was driving – as I was driving around the
farm as soon as my feet could touch the pedals.
Whilst dad got his university degree and was busy
designing Valiants, his brother remained on the
farm until he passed away about 88 years ago. Dad
inherited the farm and its contents including a D5N
tipper and a Stellar Blue VK Ranger. I would’ve
loved to have brought them all home to Adelaide,
but unfortunately the VK was the only one that made
it across the border. Dad was over 80 when the
Valiant came home and he was just pleased to have
it back here, but he was quite happy for me to take
ownership of it and restore it to its former glory.
Many of you have seen this car, and I have tried to
keep it as original as possible, giving it a closed door
respray and bolting on some W35 mags and a three
spoke steering wheel. At times I felt like dropping a
4 speed into it or bolting on some extractors, but out
of respect, I kept it in production line presentation.

The VK has done just over 200,000km and the
engine has never been touched. The Charger joined
the clan a few years back. A VH 770 just helped
reliving my childhood.
As soon as the VK arrived in my driveway, I searched
out a car club to join (like many of you) and here I
am a few short years later – here I am as President.
The club has provided me with the opportunity to
meet lots of new friends, all of who enjoy tinkering
with their cars, and whilst my life experiences were
mostly about Valiants, I have enjoyed learning more
about so many other different Chrysler vehicles.
I never would have expected to be holding the
position of President, but I am quite honoured to do
so. With it comes responsibility, but it also gives me
the opportunity to influence the direction of the club.
I am lucky enough to take the role after many of my
predecessors have done all the hard work of building
up the membership to around 350 people – and a
comforting bank balance of around $60,000.
It would be easy to take on this role and think that
my job was to increase membership numbers as
a measure of making things great. But I realise
that we have many members who don’t, or cant,
actively participate in the club. And rather than just
expanding the membership list, I would prefer to see
our gatherings becoming more desirable to existing
members with a lot more cars joining the cruises at
our club events. So the quality of events, our regular
meetings and the frequency of them, are all things
that I want to improve upon. So that more and more
of those non-participating members come out of the

woodwork and want to be active in our club family.

I have Chrysler in my blood and I hope that by the
time I have concluded my time as president, that
the Chrysler Car Club of SA continues to flourish.
– Andrew I

Steve de Wit’s Charger is finally on four wheels again, for the first time in around 10 years!
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G’day there.
Welcome to issue 40 of Torqueback – the Adelaide
Chrysler Festival’s Greatest Hits.
Now, viewers please do not be confused. There is
no need to adjust your television sets.
Yep, even though we just celebrated the 2021
Adelaide Chrysler Festival (and it was an
overwhelming success, not to mention a much
needed return to normality) spotlighting the
50th anniversary of the Valiant Charger and the
Australian Hemi, this is not the annual pictorial
Special issue which usually follows it. No...
As it turns out, the ACF Special will be the next issue,
issue 41 – probably coming out around June 2021
(I hope and expect) at the earliest.
So hang on then. Why is the sequencing out?
Well, with the disruption of the Covid pandemic –
plus a few other things which I had to prioritise for
brainspace since xmas 2019 over the new year –
first up, this magazine here is actually quite late,
sorry. It was actually meant to come out around
Februaryish this year – to cover the period from
about November 2020 to March 2021. D’oh!
But sometimes life gets in the way of things you’d
rather be doing, I’m afraid. And paid projects also
have to come first sometimes too.
In many ways this is actually a good hint of things
to come, as pretty soon Torqueback may not be
coming out as regularly as it has previously.
You see, I will probably be taking an extended
(and indefinite) hiatus from putting the magazine
together when I soon dive into my coffee-table
book The Lost Australian Chrysler. My history of
the VH, CH and VJ hardtop – which I have been
speculating upon and formulating for a number of
years now. I also have some other artistic pursuits I
am absolutely hanging out to undertake.

Visit meguiars.com.au

It’s time.
So, unless someone else out there wants to take
the reins for a while, I hope you’ll be patient with me
after forty issues of Torqueback since 2009. I think
I’ve earned it.
Righto, back to this issue. I called it “Greatest Hits”
as when I started it late last year I didn’t know if we
were going to have an All Chrysler Day in March
this year at all – as it turned out we did. So, I started
this as a stopgap. I thought I’d put together a
compilation album for the interim. A retrospective
of All Chrysler Day and the Mopar MegaCruise,
along with the more recent extension of them –
the Adelaide Chrysler Festival (including the other
events throughout the weekend such as the Lunch
Cruise and evening Meet N’ Greet on the Friday).
So this issue centres on some of the most
memorable (and IMHO ‘curious’ cars) we’ve seen on
show down through the years – as well as saluting
many of the incredible members and volunteers
behind the club, and therefore behind these events.
Some of my selections might be contentious but I’m
afraid I’m limited for page space (I can’t put every
car in) and I promise I really tried to be as objective
as I could (everybody can rest assured if I had my
way the magazine would be all hippos, hey).
I’ve already received some ‘feedback’ about my
selection for the cover. Well, the Scorpion still had
chrome bumpers and wore Chrysler badging.
Is it really all that different from a CM made by
Mitsubishi? Those are Mopar fender protectors,
and the girl in the back is wearing a Mopar jacket, so
I reckon the pic is all good! We should try to remind
people that our club is all-inclusive too. We may end
up seeing more of this late stuff in years to come
as the older stock becomes rarer and rarer. I love
history too – but it’s 2021, folks. Besides, it’s in the
club’s constitution – any car branded as a Chrysler.

Plus, it’s an awesome photograph by the very
talented Mary Heath who has always helped me
out for a long time.
Speaking of which, there’s a huge, long list (too
numerous for me to do them any justice here in my
editorial, anyway) of amazing photographers over
the page who, quite literally, make this magazine
possible. Most of them have websites or are on
social media, so please contact them if you see a
great photo of your car shot by any of them. Please
recognise their talent. My sincere gratitude to them.
So I hope this magazine will take you back. All the
way back to the club’s humble origins in 1977 –
31 official All Chrysler Days and 28 Megacruises
ago. Some past members are no longer with us
– choosing to drive a different car or do different
things elsewhere. Some have even shuffled off this
mortal coil altogether. While others have stayed on
to become life members – and part of the furniture.
This issue is to celebrate them ALL...
Cheers,
Dave H

Manny’s Galant, 1997
Way back in 1997, I celebrated my 30th – and to say it was enormous is an understatement. A stinking hot February day in an Adelaide summer could only get messy. Anyway, the best
thing about that epic weekend was the arrival of my old friend Greg Mann – who had been travelling around Australia like a gypsy in an old Galant. Carrying a box of odd paints he accrued
here and there, everywhere Manny went he would ask random people to paint whatever they wanted on the car. Literally combining his hippy backpacking jaunt with performance art!

3

When Greg came to my birthday bash where I once lived in Greenacres, he parked it on the lawn and invited everybody to paint something on it. Funnily enough, I just happened to have
some of SA’s best comic book talents there that day so we all went to town blazing it with The Phantom and Batman etc., amongst other graffiti. I don’t know where that car went or
ended up (it wasn’t long for this world) but it was certainly an event! My apologies to all the Galant folks – only today do I actually realise and appreciate how rare and valuable they are...
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President
Andrew Ingleton
Vice President
Luke Balzan
Secretary
Di Hastwell
Treasurer
Greg Helbig
Events Coordinator
Damian Tripodi
ACF Coordinator
Jason Rowley
Club Registration
Registrar
Stuart Croser
Authorised Officers
John Eckermann
Dave Hocking
Dave Townsend
John Chambers
Chris Hastwell
Sponsorship & Marketing
Paul Williams
Club Library
Iain Carlin
Editorial / Design
Dave Heinrich
Webmasters
Iain Carlin
Dave Heinrich
Photography
Mary Heath
Steve Curtis
Peter Williams
Don Acland
Cathy Groot
Roy Bussey
Damian Tripodi
Lesley Little
Richard Tapp
Cass Hill
Dave Hocking
John Antinow
Iain Carlin
Adam Cornish
Anthony Ferenghi
Ingrid Matschke
Andy Radloff
Andrew Ingleton
John Eckermann
Billy Karapetis
Rustin Chivell
Emma Fleetwood
Maris Rozeja
Max Moore
Bernie Mitchell
Tim Wood
Louise Macauley
Bill Anangnou
John Kruger
Julie-Anne Aisthorpe
Andrew Lax
Peter Diamantikou
Patrick McGrath
Bill Moustakos
Brenton Moran
Marco Crisanti
Andrew Clark
Aris Kassos
Penta-Stars
Garage of Awesome
Dave Heinrich
Contributors
Don Acland
Steve Curtis
Linda Curtis
Roy Houweling
Cathy Groot
Roy Bussey
Kirstin Macdonald
Rick Saxon
Iain Carlin
Damian Tripodi

Enquiries
Club Mobile
0412 426 360

www.cccsa.net.au
facebook/
chryslercarclubofsa

november 2o2o - march 2o21
All correspondence should be sent to:

General monthly meetings are held on the
FIRST Tuesday of every month at:
The West Adelaide Football Club,
57 Milner Rd, Richmond.

The Chrysler Car Club of South Australia
PO Box 240
Greenacres SA 5086
Membership $50 per year
– includes Club Registration and quarterly magazine

DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.
Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.
The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

ADELAIDE CHRYSLER FESTIVAL
Greatest Hits

